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Delivery  Costs         

Ordering & Terms 
Ordering is simple with APS, Simply ring,  post or email (Anytime day or night).                                             
We can be contacted  in the following ways - 
POST 
 
A.P. Supplies 
15 Cherry Way 
Nafferton 
Driffield 
East Yorkshire 
YO25 4PA 
 
TELEPHONE                 EMAIL                                              WEB:  www.apfarmsupplies.co.uk 
01377 254728              a.petch742@btinternet.com       (Please use the a.petch742@btinternet.com mail address) 

 
Terms 
All prices Exclude V.A.T and delivery charges.                                                                                              
V.A.T will be applied (at the current rate at the time of invoicing) unless the goods are listed as 
V.A.T exempt. 
All goods remain the Property of A.P. Supplies until fully paid for. 
Late payment of invoices may incur an “interest” charge.  
All Invoices (unless otherwise agreed) -  have the standard 30 days credit  
(Interest may be added to overdue accounts) 
 

Continuing our policy to discount everything, we also subsidise the cost of delivering our 
products.  We pay for the delivery insurance, the fuel surcharges, “heavy parcel”              
surcharges and £2.00 of the first 20kg charge. 
How it works  -We are charged £10.40 for the first 20kg of any consignment                                             
(22p per kilo thereafter) + Fuel surcharges + insurance etc.                                                                                                                                
We charge our customers £7.50 for the first 20kg of any consignment + 20p / kilo 
thereafter this is for a - 1/2 day service, with an economy 3 day service slightly 
cheaper 
 

Smaller Parcels are sent (when possible) by Royal Mail, Hermes and UPS again all 
savings on parcel deliveries will be automatically passed on to our customers 

Some Companies offer a free delivery option , however there is no such                         
thing as free delivery !   In most cases the price of the goods in question are artificially 
high to incorporate or hide the actual cost of delivery . 
 

Pricing:     All the prices shown are current from the 1st January 2018.  However APS do                   
reserve the right to alter any prices in the catalogue without notification.  Where possible      
customers will be notified of any price changes when ordering. 
 
 



  

  

              
 

 

£2.20 each 

 

SHEEP & CATTLE 
MARKER SPRAYS 

    Still probably the most economic and best 
 value sheep marker sprays available in the UK 

             Heavy duty 
Manufactured and supplied in economic 400ml cans with the                                                                    
heavy waxy formulation for long lasting marks.  Fully Scourable,           
all markers are fully approved by the “British Wool Marketing Board”. 

                 Available in 8 Vibrant Colours  
 RED-BLUE-GREEN-ORANGE-PURPLE-BLACK-YELLOW &  WHITE 



  

  

  
 

 

Re-introduced by popular demand, 
the “rapid dry” markers are a long 
lasting, quick drying marker spray           
which is more suited for lambs    
and indoor lambing where a quick 
drying mark is required. The new                     
formulation is also excellent for 
use on cattle. 
Available in -  
RED, BLUE, GREEN, 
ORANGE & PURPLE 
(400ml cans)                                                     

£2.30  each 

Rapid Dry Sheep Markers 

 

Marksman Sheep Markers 
Marksman Sheep marker aerosols 
Suitable for use on wet or dry 
fleeces, weather resistant, fully 
Scourable and suitable for use on  
all livestock. 
Supplied in 400ml cans 
Available colours - 
RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
ORANGE 
PURPLE 
BLACK 
YELLOW 

APS Price ……   £3.05 per Can 

Now available in PURPLE 

Sorry -  Nettex have increased the price massively !!  - 
(I am hoping to get a better deal on these later this Year !!!)  



  

  

 

The classic “super sprayline” sheep marker aerosols. 
Fully Scourable and BWMB approved: 
Ideal for numbering and fine lettering ! 
Available in 8 vibrant colours  (400ml cans): 
 
RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
ORANGE 
PURPLE 
YELLOW 
BLACK 
WHITE 

Standard Marking Crayons  
60ml Highly visible marking crayons with twist adjustment 

RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
BLACK 
YELLOW 
PURPLE 
ORANGE 

    £0.78 

 

       £4.50 can (400ml) 

 

Raddle Powder 
Raddle powder with quality pigments 
for strong reproductive colours. 
Easily mixes  with oil                 
(vegetable based oils are best)                 
to produce a low cost product:  
 Supplied in Economic 5kg tubs 

 

£4.95 (Per 5kg tub) 

Colours -   RED - BLUE - GREEN - ORANGE  &  YELLOW 



  

  

NET-TEX  Marking fluid.   
Durable Bright Colours which easily applies to 
both wet or dry fleeces. 
Available in 5 Litre Containers  
RED - BLUE - GREEN  - ORANGE  and BLACK  

  

£18.95 (5 litres) 

Nettex  “PROMARK”  Branding fluid 
The “Promark” marking fluid is more suitable for branding,                                            
similar in  design to the “Siro-mark” type branding fluid. 
Supplied in 5 litre containers - 
 
 

£29.25 
(5 litres) 

Available in - 
 

RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
ORANGE 
PURPLE 
BLACK 

Please note - This is quite a “stiff or hard”  formulation,                
however it can be made “more runny”  by adding a suitable               
oil or spirit based product 

Battles Marking fluid 
(Bradford Formulation) 
A more “runny” formulation than the             
Nettex type.  This would be more suitable          
for use with branding irons if required !! 
Available in  (5 litre containers) -  
RED, BLUE, GREEN & BLACK 
 

£14.75 (5 litres) 



  

  

   

 

 

Obstetrical Lubricant Gel 

 

Stockholm Tar Spray. 
£2.05 each  

Foot Care 

  Standard Stockholm Tar 
 
1kg Container ...........£8.20  each                      
2.5kg Container .....£18.90  each                       

 

Spare 500ml bottles with applicator nozzles   £0.60   

Made in Bulk for APS by one of the main 
UK manufacturers. 

A Highly effective Purple Foot        
sanitising spray to help maintain 
Healthy Feet . Suitable for all            
livestock. 
Supplied in 400ml cans 
 
£2.50 each  

Finest quality (Refined) Swedish Pine tar, supplied in a                   
convenient 200ml Aerosol spray can. 

Top Quality non drying lubricating gel 
for use during Lambing,  Calving or               
Farrowing. 
Available in the following sizes - 
500ml  Bottle                    £1.60   
2.5 litre Container            £5.90       
5 litre Container               £8.90                 
25 litre Container            £37.00  
    



  

  

 

 

APS Price .. (1 litre)  ………………     £5.70                                               
APS Price .. (2.5 litres) ……….      £13.60                                                    
APS Price .. (5 litres)  ………...      £24.95   

Ketosis Drench 
A Pink lightly                   
mineralised                         
Carbohydrate                              
supplement, containing 
Propylene Glycol,                
Potassium Iodide          
and  Cobalt. 
Particularly beneficial 
for the treatment of 
Bovine Ketosis and to 
aid in the treatment of 
Pregnancy toxaemia in 
Sheep  

Prices Held for another Year ! 

£8.75 (Per sachet) 

Bulk Packs   (20 Sachets) 

Calf Colostrum 
The APS Calf colostrum is an high quality, 
easy to mix replacement/substitute calf 
colostrum.  Manufactured for APS using 
only the very best concentrated colostrum !                      
(sourced entirely from IBL, IBR & Johne’s 
free herds), and the best quality calf base 
powder, minerals and Vitamins. 
  

Also supplied in the more economic bulk packs which also 
comes complete with either a “Calf feeder bottle” or 2 x 
probicol K syringes 
 

£165.00   (per Pack of 20 sachets) 
(Saves £0.50 per sachet + free gift) 



  

  

c/w free 100ml syringe & catheter 

The APS range of substitute powdered Lamb colostrum is an high quality, 
easy to mix (we only use the very best milk powder base) replacement or           
substitute lamb colostrum.  Manufactured for APS using only the very best 
concentrated colostrum  (sourced entirely from IBL, IBR & Johne’s free herds), 
high quality, easy mix base powder, minerals and Vitamins. 

  

Replacement Lamb Colostrum Powder 

Prices: 

12 Pack  (240g)      £12.00 

25 Pack  (500g)      £23.00 

50 Pack  (1kg)        £43.00 

100 Pack (2kg)       £83.00 

200 Pack  (4kg)    £162.00 

Please note - There are cheaper brands          
of substitute lamb colostrum on the market 
However APS will only produce a                 
replacement lamb colostrum powder that          
is packed with IgG and IgY antibodies and       
easy to mix milk powder.  
 A product that we are happy to say is “fit for 
the purpose”  it is designed for !!!  We will not 
produce a low cost colostrum with very little 
antibody content !! 

20ml syringe = 10 x 2ml doses 

Probicol L  (Now available again for 2018 lambing season) 
(Vitamin & Anti-body supplement for new born lambs) 
An ideal food supplement with energy providers, Vitamins A,  
D3 and E together with all the necessary anti-bodies                     
(from Colostrum).  Probicol L improves vitality especially of 
bottle fed or multiple offspring lambs and the live yeast               
formula stabilises the gut flora. 
  
20ml Applicator Syringe …   £4.20  
6 x 20ml syringes ……           £24.00 

Sorry -  the price of the colostrum has increased - this is due to the fact that the main component                 
(concentrated bovine colostrum) comes from Europe which are paid for in Euros.  The poor exchange 
rate of the British Pound (£) has increased the cost of this product significantly . 
 
 

2ml immediately after birth 
2ml on the 7th day of life 
Repeat after weaning. 
For acute feeding related digestive problems                                 
the dose can be increased to 2 x 2ml per day 

Dosing - 



  

  

Kilco Twin Lamb “Extra” 
New fast acting, high energy nutritional supplement liquid for Ewes       
carrying multiple lambs.  The product contains molasses and Propylene        
glycol carbohydrates for a rapid energy boost !. 
This product also contains additional Probiotic inulin, nucleotides and a 
whole raft of essential Vitamins and elements to provide both                
immediate and long term nutritional support. 
Specification Per Litre: 
Molasses         500ml 
Monopropylene Glycol     250ml 
Calcuim       1200mg 
Iron*         150mg 
Vitamin A               800,000 IU 
Vitamin D3             200,000 IU 
Vitamin E                    3,000 IU 
Prebiotic (Inulin)        5,000 mg 
Nucleotides                1,250 mg 
Amino Acid Blend           200 mg 
Lysine                            500 mg 
Methionine       750 mg 
Choline Chloride             200 mg 
Also Contains:  Vitamin B1, Cobalt,           
Phosphorous, Selenium, Magnesium,        
Zinc*, Manganese*, Chloride ,Iodide.  
 (* = Micro-chelated minerals) 

Supplied in the most economic 450ml multi-dose 
packaging.  This product is far superior to our             
basic  “Battles Twin Lamb”  and is more similar to 
the Net-Tex Multi-lamb rapid product, however at 
a fraction of the price !!!! 
 

    £10.50 (Per 450ml bottle)      
                       

Less complex than the new “KilcoTwin lamb extra & the Net-Tex multi lamb rapid”                 
with far less active ingredients - however the price does reflect this !!!! 

Battles Twin Lamb Drench  -                                              
A Basic energy rich drench with trace elements for the nutritional 
support of Ewes with twin lambs.   Dosage :  75ml 
Supplied in 150ml  bottles and 500ml drenching packs. 
(150ml Bottle)  (2 dose pack)          £2.78  (£1.39/Dose)   

(500ml Drenching Pack)            £6.80   (£1.02/Dose) 
 

NETTEX -  Multi Lamb Rapid 
One of the best Twin Lamb Drenches on the market. 
For the reduction and recuperation after Ketosis                                
(Twin lamb disease).  This high energy concentrated nutritional 
formula will have Ewes up and feeding within 2 Hours of a single 
dose. Multi lamb rapid contains “collate” technology, a patented 
process that delivers the essential nutrients directly into the  
blood stream of the animal within 30 minutes, thus creating  a 
huge energy surge.  
Supplied in 495ml dispenser bottles  (11 x 45ml doses)  
 

       £25.95 (Per 495ml bottle)  (£2.36 per dose) 



  

  
(Easy to use -  add 1 x 50ml ampoule per meal - simply add                   
to milk or water) 

Norbrook  (Liquid Life-Aid) 
Mainly used for the treatment of scours in calves ! However                         
can be used as an aid in the recovery of pregnancy Toxaemia                     
and the reversal of hypoglycaemia in sheep. 

Supplied in 960ml bottles  (6 x 160ml doses)   £8.20 (Per bottle)      
 
 

Battles TLC  ( Twin Lamb Care ) 
An energy rich drench similar to the standard Battles twin lamb but with  added 
electrolytes, minerals and amino acids.  Application dose:  150ml (undiluted) 

Supplied in 1 litre bottles.          £6.90 (Per bottle)   

 Life–Aid Xtra (Norbrook) 
Supplied in powdered form to create an Oral 
solution to reverse the process of dehydration, 
electrolyte loss and a cidosis  associated with 
scours in Calves, whether due to nutritional,            
bacterial, viral or cryptosporidial causes. 

12 Pack      ..  £24.15 
48 Pack     ..  £89.40 
  

Electrosolve  (Scour treatment for Calves) 
Assists in reducing the frequency and  severity of digestive stress 
conditions (Scours) in Calves.  Easily mixes with water and no milk 
withdrawal from calf is needed.  Scour-Ex conditions the “Gut” wall 
and Promotes the absorption of electrolytes and energy compounds, 
thus aiding fluid  uptake and encourages the proliferation of “Good”  
Gut bacteria.   High in Pre-biotics !!! 

  
  (20 Dose Pack - 1kg)         .....£20.95                                                                                  

(50 Dose Pack - 2.5kg) ….  .£44.25 

Salyt Ampoules 
Energy & Electrolyte Ampoules for Calf Diarrhoea 
Convenient 50ml liquid ampoules containing electrolytes with 
prebiotics for fast liquid supplementation and energy intake 
for calves with diarrhoea. 
  

200ml (4 x 50ml ampoules) -   £7.25   
  
   



  

  

We keep getting asked for the Osmond’s range -  therefore it’s back in the catalogue !! 

Lamb Insta-life 
An instant energy and nutritional supplement for new                        
born lambs.  Helps boost the lamb’s intake of colostrum                    
derived immunoproteins. 
Supplied in 250ml bottles  (125 x 2ml doses) 
 
250ml Bottle with pump        -         £15.80  (£0.13 per dose) 
250ml (Refill bottle - no pump)   -   £14.90  (£0.11 per dose) 

Lamb Revivit 
A Hyper emulsified Multi-vitamin concentrate. 
Specifically formulated for new born & weak lambs. 
Supplied in 100ml bottles.     (100 x 1ml doses) 
(can also be given to ewes immediately after lambing at the rate of 10-12ml) 
 

100ml Bottle  -   £16.25  (£0.16 per Dose) 
 
(Due to it’s small dosage - I will send a free 1ml syringe 
With every bottle to aid accurate dosing -   Andrew) 
 
 

Bactakil 55  (Purple) 
Manufactured from a combination of broad spectrum  
biocides to help maintain freedom from bacteria, fungi, 
Algae and spores.  Comes complete with a purple             
gentian violet dye for easy identification                             
of sprayed areas. 
Supplied in 5 litre containers 
 
£67.00  (5 litres)  
 (Includes Free 600ml sprayer bottle) 

Please note -  I consider the smaller bottles are just not  “cost effective” -              
therefore I will throw in a free 600ml  APS sprayer bottle with every 5 litre drum 



  

  

Copper deficiency/Status (in sheep)
must be established on Farm before 

This is not a Veterinary Medicinal Product 

CoSelB12 & E Drench 
This - without doubt was one of our very best selling 
products Over the last 5 Years !!! 

A Liquid Cobalt and Selenium Supplement with 
added Vitamins . Suitable for both Cattle & Sheep  
Supplied in 2.5 & 5 litre Containers 

£31.75  (2.5 litres) 

£52.00  (5 litres)    
 

Specification: (Per Litre) 
Cobalt                    10,000mg                                   
Vitamin B12        200,000mcg                                 
Selenium                     500mg                                                  
Vitamin E                  8,000mg                                               
Vitamin A           1,000,000IU 
Vitamin D3            300,000IU 
Vitamin B1                  2000mg 
 

This is not a Veterinary Medicinal Product 
 

 
 CuCoSel B12 Drench & E 

A Liquid Copper, Cobalt and Selenium Supplement with 
Vitamins  -  A, B12 , B1, D3 & E for both Cattle and 
Copper deficient sheep.   
Supplied in 2.5 or 5 litre Containers 
 

£35.90   (2.5 litres)    

£63.90   (5 litres)     

PRICE PER DOSE 
(Based on 5 litre container) 
Young Lambs (2ml)  -           £0.022 
Lambs 3 Months +  (4ml) -   £0.044 
Adult Sheep (5ml)   -           £0.055 
Calves (5ml)            -           £0.055 
Growing Cattle (15ml)     -   £0.165 
Mature Cattle (20ml)     -    £0.220 

Specification: (Per Litre) 
Copper             7,000mg                                                                             
Cobalt              9,000mg                                                                                    
Vitamin B12     200,000mcg  
Selenium          500mg 
Vitamin D3       300,000 IU 
Vitamin A         1,000,000IU 
Vitamin B1        2,000mg 
Vitamin E          8,000mg 
(as ж-topopherol acetate) 

New Improved formulation -  with extra added Vitamins  

 
PRICE PER DOSE 
(Based on 5 litre container) 
Young Lambs (2ml)  -            £0.02 
Lambs 3 Months +  (4ml) -    £0.04 
Adult Sheep (5ml)   -           £0.05 
Calves (5ml)            -            £0.05 
Growing Cattle (15ml)     -     £0.15 
Mature Cattle (20ml)     -     £0.20 

New Improved formulation with  - extra added Vitamins  



  

  

30g syringe which helps protect the calf 
from environmental pathogens. The                    
syringe containing high titres of specific           
antibodies  to bovine rotavirus, Coronaries,   
E-Coli and Pathogenic strains of Salmonella. 
The Syringe also contains  oligosaccharides 
and Vitamins in a unique high energy carrier 
that aids assimilation. 
Well known to be one of Kilco’s best selling 
Products 
(30g Single feed syringe)......£4.70                                                                         
(Pack of 12 syringes) ......... £50.50   

Rotaboost Calf Syringe 

Composition (Per Kg) 
Vitamin A (as retinyl propionate)     350,000IU 
Vitamin D3                                         60,000 IU 
Vitamin E (as a-tocopherol acetate)     1,500 mg 
Vitamin B12                                            135 mg 
Copper *                                                    25 mg 
Iron                                                              6 mg 
Manganese *                                              25 mg 
Selenium                                                       6mg 
Zinc *                                                          10mg 
(* chelated trace elements) 
 

Rota-Corona (Plus) Calf Syringe 

A newly added syringe (as requested by some of our customers)                                                                      
for the protection to newly born and transported calves. 
Each 30ml syringe contains - 
*  Colostrum 
*  High levels of egg proteins 
*  Pre and Pro-biotics 
*  Balanced blend of Vitamins and Minerals 
*  Oil based blend to provide essential energy 
Each syringe is effective against:  E.Coli, Salmonella, Cyrptosporidium, Rotavirus and is effective in helping    
to combat the same bacteria and viruses which are the most common cause of diarrhoea in bought in calves. 

 

        £6.50 each  
(Buy 50 or more -  £6.00 each) 

 

Probicol - K  Calf Syringe  
(A new Product from Germany - approved by the Bavarian Farmers association) 

 
A new syringe from Germany which basically acts in the same way as the 2 
above products !! 
Immunoglobins, lactic acid bacteria, vitamins, lecithin and glucose actively 
protect against the life threatening contagious diseases and diarrhea.    
Supplied in 20ml syringes. 
 

£3.40 each 
(Pack of 6 syringes  -  £18.00) 

   A 
Futter 

This Product carries the “A futter” mark  
(The mark of quality for feeding stuffs of the  
“Bavarian Farmers association”) 
 

Comments -   Although I’ve not sold this product before , the products we get from this German  Company 
are always of top quality -  they could be well worth a try considering the price difference !!!               



  

  

2018 Lambing Season Prices  

Iodine 

10% Full strength Iodine 
The full strength 10% version, traditionally 
used for drying wounds and umbilical cords 
Supplied in 2.0 litre containers only. 
2.0 Litres -   Ask for best price 

 

For the 2017 lambing season we are offering “Battles Brand”  full strength 10% BP iodine and the            
standard strong Iodine (which is 6.5-7.5% strength).  In some cases the standard strong iodine is              
sufficient, however if you are unsure use the full strength 10% type. 
The 10% iodine can also be diluted if necessary with surgical spirits to obtain a lesser strength                 
(and increase the volume) however make sure the solution is not over diluted that it affects the strength 
and effectiveness of the product)  

Strong Iodine (6.5-7.5%) Strength 
Nettex Strong Iodine solution of approximately                  
6.5 to 7.5%. Again used to drying and healing                
wounds and umbilical cords. 
Supplied 2.5 litre containers only. 
2.0 litres -  Ask For best Price 

 
 

Due to “Shipping laws”  we can now only supply these items (with the Courier) in max 2.5 litre containers     

A specially            
formulated             
preparation for           
Umbilical cords in 
newly born livestock 
that has a              
combination of an 
easily visible, instant 
cleansing and biocide 
action. Rapid         
drying with a wide 
spectrum                     
bactericidal agent, 
cleansing agents and 
inhibiting                        
system. 
  

£4.95 can 
  

Surgical Spirits                                                      
Used to dilute the 10% iodine (if required)  
 

1 litre           £4.35 

2.5 litres      £6.50 
 
Warning ! -  Don’t over dilute the iodine !! 
(Over dilution will make the iodine ineffective  !!!) 

Umbilical Spray.  (500ml) 

(Example -  Price for 2018 lambing season was £15.00     
for 2 litre container) 

10% Iodine         -                        £15.00 
Strong Iodine  (approx 7%) -       £13.00 



  

  

Quality Livestock Products from Battle, Hayward & Bower ltd of Lincoln. 
(Manufacturing & Supplying livestock products for over 160 Years !!!) 
 

Jumbo marker crayons   
Extra large screw up marking sticks with screw on caps for clean and                  
convenient use.  50% bigger than the standard Battles marking crayons. 
Available in RED, BLUE, ORANGE and YELLOW. 
 

APS Price ………..£1.35   

Green Oils  
Battles traditional skin dressing disinfectant for use in the management of Livestock.  
Suitable for application to cuts and wounds to maintain the optimum conditions for the 
natural healing process. 
Supplied in 500ml containers. 
 

APS Price  500ml Cans...........£6.40    
 

Louse Powder   
 Ready to use insecticidal powder.                                                                                              
A permethrin based powder of low mammalian toxicity, combining rapid                                 
knockdown and kill with sustained residual  activity.  Available in handy                        
750g sprinkler  pack and 4kg refills. 
 

APS Price   (750g pack). …...£10.05                                                         
APS Price   (4kg refill)……  £33.90  

Battles Veterinary Wound Powder  
 Supplied in a handy pocket sized “Puffer” packs. Contains 2% Toluene-p-sodiochloramide 
(Chloramine) .Suitable for - Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, Goats and Chickens. 
 

(20g Puffer Pack)……………...… ..£3.45                                                    
(125g Puffer Pack)………………….£6.15   

Maggot Oil 

 

 A soothing skin preparation with added fly repellent used in sheep               
management  when maggots and fly strike are a problem.  Helps maintain the      
optimum conditions for the natural healing process after fly strike and        
deters further fly attack.   Supplied in 1 litre  and 4.5 litre containers. 
 

APS  Price   (1 Litre) .............................   £11.95                           
APS  Price   (4.5 Litre) ........................  £33.90  

Summer fly Cream 
The original yellow cream. A soothing         
antibacterial fly repellent cream to aid in the 
management when fly strike and maggots are 
a problem. 

Supplied in a 400g tub      £7.95 



  

  

Lamb Reviver and Tonic               
The tonic provides all the essential          
nutrients required for quick recovery of 
weak lambs. 
Contains Vitamins, glucose and proteins 
as a single pre-digested nutrient. 
Supplied in a single 30ml dose bottle   
      £1.40    
 

Ewe Drinks  -  A tonic and cordial for exhaustion in ewes after        
lambing.  Also suitable for administration  for chills, fever etc.                  
Supplied in bottles containing one dose/2 dose, no mixing required. 
(90ml  bottles) …..….  £1.26  bottle 

(150ml  bottle) …...   £1.65   bottle 

Zinc-O-Ped   
 A free flowing powder for the prevention and         
control of Foot rot” in sheep. Active  ingredient          
Zinc Sulphate. Dilute to the rate of 1lb of              
Zinc-o-ped   to 1 gallon of clean water.  
  £33. 90  (20kg container) 
        (price reduced for 2018) 

 

Superhoof Plus 
Liquid concentrate for use in the maintenance of healthy hooves             
for Sheep and Cattle.  Biodegradable (safer than Formaldehyde)            
Environmentally friendly with low PH  to encourage healthy feet             
condition and  hardened hooves.           
Dilution Rates . 
Standard dilution. - 1 litre per 100 litres clean water.                                                                                         
Intensive Use. - 2.5 litres per 100 litres clean water. 
 

£19.50    (5 litres) 
£76.00     (25 litres)                     
  



  

  

Presentation   A 6gm bolus containing the following trace elements: 

Nutritional Additives                                       Average daily supply over 120 days 
                                                                                   From 2 x 6gm boluses 
 
Cobalt (Cobalt Carbonate)       8,333 mg/kg                                                     0.8 mg 
 
Iodine (Calcium Iodate)            8,333 mg/kg                                                     0.9 mg 
 
Selenium (Sodium Selenate)    1,666 mg/kg                                                     0.2 mg                        

  

Nutritional Additives                                                 Average daily supply over 180 days 
                                                                                               From 1 x 48gm bolus 
 
Cobalt (Cobalt Carbonate)       3,032 mg/kg                                                           0.8 mg 
 
Iodine (Calcium Iodate)          15,875 mg/kg                                                           4.2 mg 
 
Selenium (Sodium Selenate)    1,378 mg/kg                                                           0.4 mg                        

  

24.7  - Smartrace Lambs  (6g bolus) 
2 x 6gm - 24.7 smartrace lamb boluses contain 
enough Cobalt, Selenium & Iodine supplement for 
120 days (See chart for average daily supply) 
Supplied in packs of 200 boluses (100 lambs) 
 

£51.00 per pack  (RRP:  £68.79) 
(Price per bolus = £0.25 )   
Dose per lamb for 120 days  =  £0.50 

24.7 -  Smartrace Adult Sheep.  (48g bolus) 
A single 48 gm -  24.7 smartrace bolus contains enough         
Cobalt, Selenium & Iodine for 180 days. 
(See chart below for daily average supply). 
Supplied in packs of 50 boluses  (50 Adult Sheep over 40kg) 
 

£44.00 per pack  (RRP:  £58.88) 
(Price per bolus /dose for 180 days = £0.88)   

24.7 - Smartrace (Plus) Adult Sheep. (52g bolus). 
A single 52g  - 24.7 (plus) bolus contains enough Copper,        
Cobalt, Iodine & Selenium for 180 days. 
(See chart below for average daily supply) 
Supplied in packs of 50 boluses  (50 Adult sheep over 40kg) 
 

£54.00 per pack  (RRP:  £72.38) 
(Price per bolus/dose for 180 days =  £1.08) 

Nutritional Additives                                                 Average daily supply over 180 days 
                                                                                               From 1 x 52gm bolus 
 
Copper (Copper Oxide)         64,615 mg/kg                                                         18.7 mg 
 
Cobalt (Cobalt Carbonate)       2,798 mg/kg                                                           0.8 mg 
 
Iodine (Calcium Iodate)          14,654 mg/kg                                                           4.2 mg 
 
Selenium (Sodium Selenate)    1,272 mg/kg                                                           0.4 mg                        

NOT TO BE GIVEN TO BREEDS SUSCEPTIBLE TO COPPER TOXICITY 



  

  

Animax Boluses  

 

 

24.7 -  Copper Capsules for               
Sheep & Lambs 
Optimises growth rates and fleece condition in  
Sheep and ruminating lambs. Designed to maintain 
normal copper levels over the whole grazing season 
(approx 6 months) 
Supplied in tubs of 250 capsules 
 
Ruminating Lambs  (over 20kg) -  1 x 2 gm capsule 
Adult sheep.  (over 40kg) -  1 x 4gm capsule 
 
4gm  (250 per pack)    -      £39.40   (RRP =  £52.64) 

2gm  (250 per pack)    -       £24.40   (RRP =  £32.63) 

All  24.7 applicator guns  £44.00 
(However if you buy your 24.7 boluses from  
APS -  we will supply them at “cost price” 
 

Tracesure Se/I 
9gm boluses containing both selenium and iodine. These supply            
a consistent level of iodine and selenium for 6 months. 
Supplied in economic 250  bolus packs 
 

£152.00  (250 Per Pack)    (RRP = £165.00) 
Price per bolus/dose for 6 months  -   £0.60 each) 

Tracesure Co 
9gm Boluses containing Cobalt, these  
Supply a consistent level of cobalt for                            
6 months                             
Supplied in  250 bolus packs 
 

£119.40  (Per Pack)  (RRP = £129.60)  
Price per bolus/dose for 6 months  -  £0.48 each) 

NEW - Tracesure 3 in 1 
A new bolus for sheep and lambs over 20kg. 
For optimum health, vitality and fertility. 
Contains -  Cobalt (185mg) - Iodine (660mg) & 
Selenium (100mg) - A single application will a             
consistent  level of supplement for 6 months. 
Supplied in 200 bolus packs. 
 

£220.00  (Per Pack)   (RRP =  £237.70) 
(Price per bolus/dose for 6 months  -  £ each) 
 



  

  

Copinox  - Copper Capsules  for ruminant Cattle & Sheep.                
Containing slow release Copper Oxide wire particles, which when 
administered  orally  dissolve in the rumen to release  hundreds of  
tiny oxide particles which last up to 6 Months. 
For the treatment of Copper deficiency and congenital Swayback                   
in Sheep. 

Animax bolus guns are sold @ cost 
price when  ordered with boluses 
 

Copinox Ewe/Lamb (4g)  (250 capsules)       £43.00  (Pack)    

Copinox Ewe/Lamb (2g)  (250 capsules)        £27.00  (Pack) 

Please note -  the Agrimin copper capsules are cheaper !!    

General notes -  
We can supply all Agrimin & Animax boluses !! 
(Please contact us for prices) 

Please Note—If you require fewer than 250 boluses                                                                                         
We will split the packs as required !!  
 

An ideal and cost effective way of introducing additional 
energy and carbohydrates to livestock . 
Supplied in convenient 6.5kg plastic water and damp proof 
containers. 
  

 £13.45  (6.5kg tub) 

Glucose Powder 



  

  

STRIKE PLUS  (250ml) 
Formulated to combat BLOW Fly 
strikes. The Spray contains a            
combinations of 2 fly repellents, a      
biocide action to clean and disinfect 
open wounds and oils and Lanolins to 
provide long term repellent action 
while soothing irritation.  The spray 
also leaves a weather resistant film 
to prevent further re-infection and       
encourage rapid healing. 
 

£7.60 can  

LAMB SLING 
An ideal harness for  carrying 
or weighing lambs (avoids 
crushing the lamb).  Comes       
complete with sturdy cradle 
with handles and snap lock 
buckles  for easy                  
adjustment.                                 

£10.70  

LAMB PULLER 
An alternative to the  original “Ropes” 
The Nettex lamb puller is made from rubber 
which is both softer and kinder to lambs. The 
rubber lamb  puller is far more hygienic and will 
not damage or scald  the legs. 
 

LAMB CARE  (Lamb Defence) 
Designed for all newborn lambs.  
Lamb care is a potent energy 
source containing dedicated            
colostral immunoglobulin .  Lambs 
are active and protected in             
minutes.                                      
Supplied in 100ml bottles 
(50 off 2ml doses)                                                                                                              
£14.40 
(Now Called Lamb Defence) 

£3.95 

Antiseptic Castrator Rings 
Antiseptic version of the            
standard castrator rings. 
Supplied in bags of 100 or 500      
or 1500 bulk tubs. 
 

100   rings       £1.75 
500   rings       £6.60 
1500 rings      £16.95 

LAMB ADOPTION MUSK 
A 200ml Aerosol to eliminate          
rejection during fostering by                
neutralizing the natural ewe  
and lamb odours. 
 

£3.65 can 

 



  

  

Lamb Kick Start 
A general tonic which provides a rapid energy and nutritional boost for 
newborn fading and weak lambs. Also provides protection from pine 
white muscle disease and Iodine deficiency.                                         

Supplied in 100ml bottles     (25 off 4ml doses).             £15.95  

Liquid Paraffin 
Pure medicinal quality liquid laxative 
Supplied in either 500ml or the more economic  2 litre drums 
 

£3.45    (500ml) 
£6.50   (1 litre) 

£13.38 

Calf Kick Start 
For lethargic Calves that are off their feed or 
feet.  A fast acting source of energy and  nutri-
ents which is absorbed within minutes. 
Ideal for weak newborn calves. 
 
Supplied in 240ml bottles  (8 Calf size) 
 

£16.50 per bottle 

Ewe Boost 
Specially formulated for ewes suffering post 
lamb exhaustion.  High energy source, rich in 
phosphorus, thiamine and  Iodine. 
Supplied in 100ml bottles   (4 x 25ml doses) 
  
 

Bovine Rapid (now called Keto Gold) 
A complex nutritional formulation, extremely  
potent in the support of cows suffering from 
sudden pre or post calving energy deficiency or 
Ketosis.  Contains the “Collate” technology which 
gets 50% of the nutrients into the cows blood 
stream within 30 minutes. 
Supplied in  a 1 litre drum        £9.90 D
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Disposable Nitrile 
Disposable nitrile gloves. 
Blue in Colour. (100 Pack) 
Available in Sizes -  S, M, L or XL 
 

   £3.65 box 

  

Disposable Latex, Nitrile and Vinyl gloves 
Please note  We shop around for the best deal (So pictures may differ from  actual goods) 

Disposable latex 
Disposable “powdered” latex gloves. 
Natural colour. (100 Pack) 

Available in sizes -  S, M, L or XL      £3.20 box. 

Kruuse “Milking” Gloves 
Extra strong Blue powder free nitrile disposable 
Gloves designed for and used worldwide by the 
Dairy trade. 
Supplied in sizes - S-XL 
Supplied in boxes of 100 gloves 
 

£5.70  box 

Disposable Vinyl 
Disposable “powdered” Vinyl gloves. 
Natural colour. (100 Pack) 

Available in sizes -  S, M, L or XL     £2.45 box. 

“Robust  9.0” Heavy duty disposable          
Nitrile “Milking ” gloves 
heavy duty powder free nitrile                            
disposable gloves.   
Supplied in boxes of 100. 
Available in sizes - S to XL 
 

£3.95 box 

These replace the “BOLD” type -  They are exactly the same as the “BOLD”  in weight and thickness but they come 
in blue instead of Black  -  I have done this to keep the price down  - the BOLD are now £4.40 per box 



  

  

Kruuse “Protector” Arm length Disposable AI gloves 

Disposable arm length glove with neck strap to make it self-
holding for extra shoulder and armpit coverage. Manufactured 
from soft and strong 25mµ  100%  polythene.  90cm long. Suitable 
for multi purpose v eterinary and AI use. 
 
                                  Supplied in packs of 50   -    £9.50 

Disposable Arm length Examination gloves  
“Soft Green Type” 
 These are strong 90cm long arm length (AI) 
gloves. Manufactured from green 25mµ material 
and supplied in packs of 100.   Size - Large . 
  

 £5.65  (Per box 100)    

  

Kruuse Standard AI Disposable gloves 

Valueline Disposable AI Gloves 
A good general purpose no frills  disposable AI 
glove. 95cm long from 25 mµ 100% polythene. 
  

£4.95 (Per Box 100) 
  

Disposable Arm length Examination gloves “  
”Supertouch - Yellow” 
 These are strong 90cm long arm length (AI) gloves.  
Manufactured from Yellow 25mµ material and supplied in 
packs of 100.   Size - Large .                                                            
(Slightly more sensitive than the green gloves) 
  

 £5.80  (Per box 100) 



  

  

 

 

“Lam-Mac“ Lamb Jackets 

50 Pack   (Standard Size in Blue)………………… ... £7.25  (Discontinued a few left on stock) 
 100 Pack  (Large Size in Clear or Orange)….. .£14.50  per Pack  (Retail @ £18.50)                    
100 Pack  (Standard Size in Clear) ………………..£14.50  per Pack  (Retail @ £18.50) 

Extreme winter temperatures together with wind and rain can spell disaster for the sheep farmer.                        
Lamb losses due to these cold and wet conditions pose a real threat to the profitability of any flock. 
Lammacs are polythene jackets  which provide protection against the elements for a newly born lamb and help        
prevent hypothermia which is the major cause of lamb mortality in temperate regions such as the UK.  Hypothermia 
suppresses the suckling instinct of the lamb and any protection against this can help reduce lamb losses.  Lammac  
jackets are designed to ensure the ewe can smell and identify her own lamb.  Mis-mothering is not a problem !! 
Important factor -  lammac jackets are degradable in ultra-violet light.  This is an important environmental              
consideration as most hill lambing flocks are situated in National Parks and areas of outstanding natural beauty.  
Lambs usually shed their jackets after about three days and the jackets will then dissolve under natural light over      
a period of about five weeks.    
  

These may look like a bit of a “gimmick” 
but during the bad weather early in 
2013 these saved the lives of 1000’s of 
lambs and saved thousands of ££££ 
for the farmers involved  
 
Andrew 

APS  - Polythene Gowns 

These are 135cm long Green Polythene slip over Gowns complete  
with long sleeves (non Sterile) . 
(Supplied in packs of 20)              £15.40 per pack 
                                                 

Calf “Sucking” Preventors 
Made from strong plastic (or Aluminium) 
Available in 3 designs - 
Small (Plastic) 
Large (Plastic) 
Large 

£1.75 each 



  

  

New APS 5mm heavy duty Lambing Ropes 
Quality soft nylon lambing rope  with single loop.          £1.95 each 

(2 loop version -  same quality)                                                £2.45  each 

Lambing & Calving ropes & Instruments 

 

Cox - Lambing Aid 
  Cox lambing rope with finger stalls attached                                                                                        
A useful aid during difficult lambing 
  
£4.70 
  

Calving Ropes 
2 Loop Calving ropes (Heavy duty) 
Best quality 130cm flat 12mm webb calving 
ropes.  (Easy to see Red/Yellow) 
  

 £4.75 each 

APS type - 10mm diameter x 1.9 metre                                  
2 Loop heavy duty Nylon Calving ropes 
 
                               £2.60 each 

Ritchey/Cox -  3mm diameter lambing ropes   
£2.70 each 

Lambing Instrument 
A useful tool for assisting lambing. The snare can be put                          
over the lambs head or leg, pulled tight, then the lamb can                 
be pulled out gently.  Plastic construction 37cm in length. 
£4.50  
(Economy Version - Same design  but not as strong, More flexible) .......£2.20 each 

  

Spare ropes for “VINK” and                                    
HK calf pullers  
Vink -  standard White or “Red/Blue” 
sets for Beef models -   £5.40 set 
HK -   £2.95 set 



  

  

Hoof Knives 
Good quality, realistically priced stainless steel 
hoof knives. Available in the following types. 
 
R/H - Broad Blade (Single or Double edge) 
R/H - Narrow Blade (Single or double edge)       
L/H - Broad Blade (Single or double edge) 
L/H - Narrow Blade (Single or double edge) 

Set of 4 Blades 
Supplied in either right hand (R/H) or left hand (L/H) 
2 of Broad blade knives 
2 of Narrow blade knives                                         

 

 

APS Products (Various Sheep/Cattle) 

£2.70 each 

Applicator gun  £14.30 

Ruminal Magnets for Cattle 
Available in either form or open. These are recommended by                           
Veterinarians to protect against the ingestion of metal objects by cattle. 
 
                     £0.95 each  (either type) 

£8.50 per set 

Stethoscopes 
Strangely enough  we do  often get asked for 
these !!! These are a good quality basic                 
stethoscope with dual head facility.     £2.50 each 

 

Teat Dippers 
A “return” type teat dipper.  Asked 
for and used by sheep farmers for 
dipping navels on new born lambs.             
£1.90  

Animal Shampoo 
Concentrated cleansing Shampoo for show or Ring 
Preparation 
 
       5 litre   £16.50 
       25 litre  £62.00 

 Purl Dip. 
For preparation of sheep prior 
to sales or show. 
(1 gallon of Dip to 80 gallons of water) 
 

£20.50   (4.5 litre container) 

Bloom Additive 
Light or Dark brown colouring added to           
dipping bath prior to shows or sales. 
(Fades in 12 weeks) 
 
£14.75  (Per Litre container) 



  

  

Colostrum feeders 
NEW -  APS Bottle feeder with Catheter 

Bovivet Calf Drencher 
A 2 litre capacity Calf drencher with the option of either rigid or      
flexible tubes. A quick and safe aid for administering liquids and          
electrolytes to calves.                                                                                  
2 Litre container (with flexible tube) .......£10.50                                                                                             
2 Litre container (with Rigid tube) ............£9.50  

60ml syringe complete with 
1 catheter ………………………………..£1.95 
60ml syringe complete with 
2 catheters ……………………………  £2.35 
100ml syringe complete with  
1 catheter ………………………………. £3.40 
100ml syringe complete with  
2 catheters …………………………….. £3.85 
 

Syringe & Catheter sets 

New APS 250ml feeder bottle  
with catheter 
(open or closed end version  -  same price)  

Plastic 250ml bottles with spouted nozzle - 
suitable to accept the standard APS (PVC)
lamb catheter or soft red Latex catheters.  
Available in  
“open“  (no bottom (funnel type)  
 or  standard “closed “  versions. 
 
Supplied with 1 catheter - 
(Standard PVC Catheter)        -       £3.50 
(Red Latex catheter )             -       £4.25 
 



  

  

Shepherdess Auto Lamb Feeder 
A simple but highly effective way to provide warm milk to 
Lambs 24 hours a day.  Simply plug in to electrical supply.  
The milk strays warm and at an even temperature.  
 
           £135.00     
   

Stainless Steel 6 Wire Milk Whisk 
A 40cm long stainless steel whisk complete with 6 wires 
Ideal for mixing replacement calf or lamb milk           £4.50  

 Calf Fluid Feeder 
3 litre re-usable non toxic heavy grade plastic fluid feeder bag  
complete with flexible probe and convenient loop for hanging.              
The tear shaped ball on the probe is designed that it cannot be         
inserted into the trachea and the smooth plastic tubing prevents 
needless irritation .       

Lamb Feeder “Rack System“       
With 4 off  Non-Vac bottles included  
  

£26.90 £10.95 

Shepherdess Spares 
Replacement tubes with valves  (Set of 2)  -   £4.20 
Tubing  (price per metre)     £0.45  
Spare Valves                         £1.95 each 
 
 
Bulk Repair kit 
10 Valves & 3 metres of tubing    -   £18.40 
 
 



  

  

“Anti-Vac” Lamb Feeder  
A large (500ml) “Boilable”             
polycarbonate bottle complete 
with teat and collar.  38mm  extra 
wide neck for easy filling 
and calibrated sides for           
accurate feeding.   
Sterilise by “boiling”. 
 

£2.75 each 
Spare Teats - £0.60 

 Very strong and hard wearing 2 litre Calf feeder bottle complete with 
wide Neck (for easy filling), large screw on Cap , calibrated                   
measurements on 1 side, a recessed 8mm hole                                                                                  
(for attaching to strap or bracket etc) and a heavy duty rubber 
non  vac type pull over type teat. 
 
 

Paragon  
500ml lamb feeder  
bottle with soft teat. 
 

 £2.60                    
Spare Teats  £0.52  

APS  1 litre Lamb Feeder Bottle 
Good basic 1 litre lamb feeder bottle                          
supplied with strong red teat. 

 £2.45  

“Speedy Feeder” -  Calf Feeder Bottle 
A well known and good quality 2.5 litre Calf feeder bottle.  Manufactured with an 
ergonomic bi-directional handle bar, large diameter neck for easy filling, 3 way 
lever tap valve system and revolutionary “pump” teat. 
  
£16.10    Spare teat with cap ……. £6.50  

£4.75             

APS Calf Feeder Bottle 

Lamb & Calf Feeder Bottles 

Wall mounting bracket for 
APS Calf feeder bottle  
 
                £3.70 



  

  

Calf & Lamb Resuscitators 
Calf type     -       £90.00 each 
Lamb type   -       £75.00  each 



  

  

30 litre x 5 teat Calf feeder 
bucket.    
 Manufactured from the same material and 
the same design as the lamb feeder trough. 
However supplied with 5 calf teats and valve 
assemblies. 
 

£54.95   (Nylon cover for trough -  £5.30) 

Calf Feeder Buckets & 
Troughs 
8 Litre (1 Teat) Calf Feeder Bucket. 
Strong plastic bucket with flat side for fitting to wall                                
or door.  Comes with teat, holder and bracket 
 

£5.80  each 
Galvanised bucket version  -     £11.65 

30 Litre (New design) x 5 teat 
Calf feeder 
A new calf feeder for 2017 complete with 5 
Individual compartments for 5 calves. 
Comes complete with 5 “big softy”  type teats. 
 

£69.00 each     (spare teats -  £2.20 each) 

Basic Calf feeder 
Check out our range of stainless steel, hoof proof and basic 
plastic calf feeder buckets  

 



  

  

8 Litre heavy duty Lamb feeder 
buckets. 
A Strong plastic bucket with flat side for 
fitting to wall or door.  Comes with full set 
of teats, holders 

Lids -  £1.40 
5 teat model   
     £9.95  

Lamb Feeder Buckets & Troughs 

8 Litre (6 teat) Round lamb 
Feeder Bucket 
A reinforced bucket for feeding 6 
lambs.  Complete with a full set of 
teats, valves and hanging bracket. 

                 £7.60   

11 litre (6 Teat) lamb                
feeder Bucket 
A twin compartment feeder which               
can  be placed on either a board or             
rack.  Made from high density              
polyethylene with reinforced centre          
divider and a full set of lamb teats             
and valves.  
                    £9.20  

3 teat model  
   £8.70 

12 litre Bucket type lamb feeder 
 For feeding up to 6 lambs.   Comes complete metal 
hanging bracket. Similar material to the feeder 
trough.  Again comes with 6 
teats and valves.   

 
 

£12.10   

(Nylon cover for bucket  £3.90) 

30 litre x 7 teat lamb feeder trough .  
Made from strong, food safe, acid proof 
plastic. No internal partitions  and with 
rounded corners.  For hanging on barn walls, 
feed barriers , fences or pipes up to 61mm 
diameter. Comes with easy to use rotary 
snap  closure for attaching and securing. 
Supplied with 7 teats and valves.  
 
£47.90 
(cover for trough - £5.30) 



  

  

APS  Lamb teats 
Bottle & Bucket Lamb Teats 
Single teats …………..£0.55  
Bag of 10 teats …... £4.80  (£0.48/ea) 

Bag of 20 teats …… £8.80 (£0.44/ea) 
(as shown in picture) 
Now Available in RED,WHITE  

Pritchard Type Screw Top Bottle Teats 
Single teats ………….  £0.65                                              
Bag of 10 teats ……  £6.25  (£0.63/ea) 
Bag of 25 teats ……  £15.00  (£0.60/ea) 
(as shown in picture) 
Best Quality British Made Pritchard teats ……£0.78  

Non-Vac Bottle Teats 
Suitable for the “Anti-Vac”                                                
500ml lamb feeder bottles. 
Single teats …………………..  £0.66                                 
Bag of 5 teats ………  …..   £3.10   (£0.62/ea) 
Bag of 20 teats ……………  £11.60  (£0.58/ea) 
 

“Soft” Bottle and Bucket teats 
Suitable for the Paragon feeder bottles or buckets  
much softer than the standard rubber teats. 
 
Single teats ……………… £0.58                                                  
Bag of 5 teats …………  £2.75  (£0.55/ea) 
Bag of 20 teats ……..   £10.20  (£0.51/ea) 

Lamb Bucket teats 
  
Rubber teats for the square                        
11 litre lamb feeder buckets. 
Single teats …………       £0.45 
Bag of 6 teats (set) … £2.40  (£0.40/ea)

Bulk Bag  (24 teats)…  £8.64  (£0.36/ea) 

  
  



  

  

New Teats & Teat options  
New Soft Natural Rubber  
(Bucket & Bottle) Teats 
New - These are a softer teat  made from        
natural rubber.  Ideal for starting  
“troublesome”  lambs !! 
These are a little more expensive than the                
standard white or red teats due the better              
quality of the natural rubber. 
 
Single teats               £0.60   each 
10 Pack                      £5.60   (£0.56 each) 
20  Pack                     £10.40   (£0.52 each)      
 

 

 

New Pack Options 
Lamb Bottle & Bucket 
            Teats 
 
                20 Pack  
       (Mixed Red & White) 
            £8.80 
 
                 30 Pack 
(Mixed Red, White & Natural) 
            £13.80 

      Best Quality 
Calf Bottle & Bucket 
           Teats 

                 6 Pack 
           (Red & White) 
                £3.30 
 
                  6 Pack 
   (Red , White & Soft Latex) 
             £3.30 
                      



  

  

APS  Lamb & Calf teats 

APS Calf feeder teats 
A Pack of 2 spare teats for the New APS                         
2 litre calf feeder bottle.                                       
£1.96  (pair) 

“Pull over” Bottle teats 
Soft 100% natural rubber lamb teats. Designed to 
pull over  bottles to make lamb feeders 
£0.38 each 

Bottle & Bucket Calf Teats                                                                        
(Red /white Moulded rubber or latex) 
  

Single teats ……… £0.60                                                     
Bag of 5 teats …   £3.00  (£0.45/ea) 

Now Also available in white and latex  !!! 

Plastic/Steel Valves for Bucket teats 
Supplied in sets (1 set = 6 valves) 
(Steel /Plastic -  6 valves per set - Same Price ) 
£2.35  set 

Aluminium Calf feeder valve & Teat 
 Easy to open & Clean Aluminium calf bucket feeder. 
£2.95   (Extra teats -  £0.68 each) 

 Calf teats 
Individual calf teats . Best quality Teats from 
Germany (Not cheap imports from China) 
Super Red  
White 
Latex 
Rubber  
 

£0.70 each 

Pullover type calf teat     -      £0.85 



  

  

Ring Applicators & Rings 

Stainless Steel Applicators 
Top quality stainless steel ring                                        
applicators (Standard Size)  ……..  £5.25  
(Large  Size)  Stainless steel applicators 
(for extra expansion) …………………….£5.75  

Economy Plastic/Steel Ring applicators 
An economy model manufactured from blue plastic with 
chromed steel mechanism.  Excellent value for money  
                             £3.50  

Paragon Rubber castration rings 
 
Good Value for money castration rings, I’ve sold              
these for many years now without any problems !! 
 

100     -   (Rings per bag)  ………      £0.96 
500     -   (Rings per bag)  .…….       £4.35 
1500  -    (Rings per bulk Bag)  ..     £11.50 

3000  -    (Rings per “bulk” Bag) …  £22.30 
 
Antiseptic rings from Nettex also  
Available  

Standard Chrome plated Applicators 
A good standard chrome plated ring  
applicator for every day use ……………..  £4.35   

Extra Wide           
Applicators 
 
Extra wide opening ring 
applicators made from 
strong durable aluminium. 
 
       £6.75   



  

  

Kruuse - Best Quality Luer lock reusable needles  
                                                                
20g x 1/2”    (Pack of 12)   
19g x 3/8”    (Pack of 12)   
19g x 5/8”    (Pack of 12)   
19g x 3/4”    (Pack of 12)   
19g x 1”        (Pack of 12)   
18g x 5/8”    (Pack of 12)   
18g x 3/4”    (Pack of 12)   
18g x 1”        (Pack of 12)       
18g x 1.5”     (Pack of 12)   
17g x 3/4”    (Pack of 12)  
17g x 1”        (Pack of 12)   
17g x 1.5”     (Pack of 12)   
16g x 1/2”    (Pack of 12)   
16g x 1”        (Pack of 12)  
16g x 1.25”   (Pack of 12) 
14g x 1.25”   (Pack of 12) 
14g x 1.5”     (Pack of 12) 
14g x 2”       (Pack of 12)   
 

Kruuse Sterile Disposable Syringes 
(Quality 3 piece disposable syringes) 
  
Prices are per syringe 

1ml ,  2ml or 5ml  size syringe   -   £0.08 each            
10ml  -    £0.14  each      
20ml  -   £0.20  each 
30ml  -   £0.36  each 
50ml  -   £0.36  each       50/60ml  (catheter type tip)     £1.60 each 

APS Re-useable Syringes 
Manufactured from high grade polycarbonate  plastic. Supplied with 
“Luer” lock adapter.  Sterilised with boiling water. Each syringe comes 
with spare luer lock and piston washer (as shown in picture). 
  
5ml syringe ……………… £1.90    
10ml syringe ……………. £1.95  
20ml syringe…………….  £2.00 
100ml syringe  …………  £2.95  
 
Set of 5ml, 10ml and 20ml syringes    
                       £5.00  

All sizes £2.30 pack 

Kruuse Insulin syringes 
 
Disposable 3 piece syringe 
complete with 29g x 1/2”   
needle attached. 
 
      0.5ml or 1ml size  
 
           £0.15 each 

Sterile Disposable  Syringes With Centric Luer Lock needle mounts 

2ml and 5ml syringes -      £0.08  each 
10ml  syringes  -                £0.14 each 
20ml syringes -                 £0.20 each 
30ml & 50ml syringes  -    £0.36 each 



  

  

Disposable needles  (21g x 5/8”)              
Disposable needles  (20g x 1”)            
Disposable needles  (20g x 1/2”)           
Disposable needles  (19g x 1”)            
Disposable needles  (19g x 1.5”)             
Disposable needles  (18g x 1”)         
Disposable needles  (18g x 1.5”)             
Disposable needles  (16g x 1  
Disposable needles  (16g x 1.5”)                
 
Heavy duty “Nylon” Hub 
 
Disposable needles  (18g x 1.5”) 
Disposable needles  (16g x 1.5”)                       
Disposable needles  (16g x 1”) 
 
Super Heavy duty “Aluminium” Hub 
 
Disposable needles (16g x 1” )       
Disposable needles (16g x 1.5” )    
Disposable needles (14g x 1.5” )    
Disposable needles (14g x 2” )      
 

Kruuse & Cox Sterile                       
Disposable needles (Luer Lock) 
Prices shown are per Needle/Box                                  
(A full box contains 100 needles) 

 

 Steel 2ml Auto injector                         
Manufactured from chrome plated Brass and supplied with luer lock             
needle adapter. Can be used as a standard 0.5 to 2ml steel syringe or          
with the auto feed adapter to make a 2ml auto syringe.  Also comes              
complete with spare barrel with plunger, spare “O” ring set, tubing                     
and draw off needle. Adjustable from 0.5ml to 2.0ml. 

                                     £5.75  

Disposable needles  (17g x 1/2”)                                                                                      
Disposable needles  (17g x 3/4”)                                                                                
Disposable needles  (18g x 1/2”) 
Disposable needles (18g x 3/4”) 

Individual Needles    -        £0.08 each 
Full Box (100 needles)  -     £5.30 box 

Standard “Plastic” Hub 

Individual Needles  -          £0.13  each 
Full Box (100 needles)  -     £9.25  box 

“Sharps” Container 
2 litre container for                                                                                
the safe disposal of used needles                                   
£2.95 

Individual Needles  -          £0.14 each 
Full Box (100 needles)  -     £10.95 box      



  

  

APS - Uterine supports 
A Good strong uterine support supplied with 3 attaching strings.   
“Now bought in bulk to get the best possible price” 

                                                                                £0.65 each 
 

                   

To save putting the price up -  we have taken away the free 
Ewe spoon !! 

Prolapse Pins 
Quality prolapse pins with plastic finger grips. Splints also 
available to suit.   Adjustable between sizes 55mm and 75mm. 
£0.75  each                                                                                          
(Splints per set)… £1.30   

Prolapse Products 
APS - TOP QUALITY PROLAPSE HARNESS 
complete with wide straps and quality snap lock buckles.   
Manufactured from best quality rot resistant nylon                             
type materials with rot proof kevlar stitching 
 

  £7.85 each    (Now in Black) 

Basic “Top adjusting “  Prolapse harness 
A good solid prolapse harness, manufactured from strong nylon with 
plastic buckles and soft leather inserts.  Rot proof and washable.   
This prolapsed harness adjusts at the top for easy adjustment 
 

£10.35 

Nettex type Prolapse harness 
Double adjusting prolapsed harness !   
Manufactured from Nylon or Cotton webbing and  
Comes complete with ewe spoon ! 
 
Nylon type -      £12.45 
Cotton Type -    £13.95 



  

  

APS Flexible bandage 
A cheaper alternative to the Kruuse                  
Vet-flex and even the Valueline range. 
Supplied in Blue and red. 
 

10cm x 4.5m rolls.    £0.70 per roll 

5cm x 4.5m rolls.     £0.40  per roll 

Vet-Lite Veterinary bandage 
High strength, low weight splinting and casting material.                    
(Re-forming and re-shaping may easily be achieved by using                  
a heat gun or by softening again in hot water) 
Unaffected by contact with water, urine or faecal matter 
 
7.5cm x 1.6 metre roll  -    £8.80 
Please note - this is not the Vet-flex type product -  it is a “casting  bandage”               
which would probably be more difficult to remove !! 

“Cellona” Plaster of Paris  bandage 
Again as with the Vet-lite bandage this is a casting 
type bandage.  The bandage is a specially woven            
cotton gauze material containing “plaster of Paris” 
 
8cm x 2 metre roll   -  £1.50  

Please note - this is not the Vet-flex type product -  it is a “casting  
bandage”  which would probably be more difficult to remove !! 

Valueline flexible Bandages 
A self adhesive comfortable bandage.              
An inexpensive alternative to Kruuse               
Vet-flex bandage 
RED - 5cm x 4.5m………………. £1.20   
GREEN - 7.5cm x 4.5m …  .  £1.77   
BLUE -  10cm x 4.5m ………… £2.20   
  
 

VET-FLEX   (Flexible adhesive bandages) 
  Strong. Comfortable. Sweat & water resistant. Maintains original size,                      
will not shrink on the roll or animal.  

5cm wide x 4.5m (RED) .............  £1.35 roll                 
7.5cm wide x 4.5m (GREEN) ....  £1.99 roll                  
10cm wide x 4.5m (BLUE)  ........  £2.48 roll  
  



  

  

Lambing Instrument 
A useful tool for assisting lambing. The snare can be put                          
over the lambs head or leg, pulled tight, then the lamb can                 
be pulled out gently.  Plastic construction 37cm in length. 
£4.70  
(Economy Version - Same design  but not as strong,                                             
- More flexible) .......£2.20 each 

Sheep Restrainer. 
A unique plastic Restrainer to aid the shepherd in his               
everyday tasks.  Easy to fit and causes the ewe                      
minimum  discomfort.  Ideal for lambing, transporting               
and during treatment.                                                  
Available in 2 sizes  (large and Small) 
APS Price  (Small) ……     £9.90  
APS Price  (Large) ………    £10.15  

Sheep Counter. 
An easy way to count your animals. Displays four digits and 
counts from 0 to 9999. Chrome plated. 
                          £7.05 
  

Animal Tape Measure 
For the direct measuring of Cattle and Pigs.    
2.5 metres long in strong plastic casing with 
auto rewind.         £5.20           

7.5cm Marking fluid branding set 
Complete set of Aluminium 7.5cm paint branding             
numbers  0 - 9  

   £12.85 

Special Caesarean Knife 
A special disposable knife designed for the sole purpose                          
of caesarean births.       £3.85 
 

“VetBag” 
 A Practical belt bag for a variety of uses in animal husbandry                    
and veterinary profession. 
Made from strong materials it simply fits onto Any belt !!     
                £8.05   



  

  

Kruuse -  large Digital thermometer 18cms .  Temperature range             
32°C to 43.9°C. Waterproof design and with automatic switch                        
off to save battery.          £8.90           

“Big Screen” - Thermometer with flexible probe, 
rapid 10 second readout, automatic audible signal at 
the end of measurement, waterproof casing, auto 
switch off and battery change display.  
 Switchable from °C to °F.  
 Also comes complete with “indication” background 
light  (Green = No fever) (Red = Fever range) 
 
£6.70 

Standard Digital Thermometers -                          
High precision measurement, waterproof 
 (Similar to the Kruuse model  but smaller) 
 
Flexible or fixed Probe   -     £2.95  

Disposable scalpels 
Individually wrapped scalpels  attached to plastic                
handles.  Available in blade sizes -  22 , 23 or 24 
 
£0.55 each 
(Full box of 10 ) any size  £5.00 box 

Bloodless castrators 
Lambs 
Stainless steel. 23cm long x 43mm  
Jaw width      
30cm Model 
Stainless steel with handles .  
 30cm long            
 
48cm Model (Bulls)  
Stainless steel with handles.   
48cm long  x 80mm Jaw width  
Standard Model                   
Best Quality Model               

Ask for best prices  



  

  

Whistles 

     New -  APS High Frequency dog whistles 
Standard type - (complete with cord lanyard)   £1.45  each 

Adjustable Pitch type (with lanyard)                 £1.85  each 

ACME Whistles 

Tote Trays 

Shepherds Plastic  - mouth Whistle (with lanyard)             £2.25 
Shepherds Metal  -  mouth whistle (with lanyard)              £3.60 

Standard Pitch  -     mouth whistle (with lanyard)               £7.10 

Silent (metal)  -       mouth whistle (with lanyard)             £15.20 

£2.80 each 

Acme Plastic mouth whistles (no Lanyard)                                                               
Available in 10 different colours          -      £1.80  each 
 
Chrome plated steel type (no lanyard)   -     £3.25  each 
 



  

  

(Can be used with the collar numbers ) 

APS Products (Various Sheep/Cattle) 

Sheep Collars 
Manufactured from highly flexible, durable, age resisting  
soft PVC.  59.4cm overall length, suitable for both sheep or 
goats.  These collars are bright, easy to see and with a matt 
finish on the outer side (Suitable for writing on). 
Available in the following colours - 
RED, BLUE,  GREEN, ORANGE, PURPLE &  YELLOW 
 
£1.45            

Ear tag Cutters 
A cheap and safe way to remove                  
ear tags. Supplied in packs of 5. 
           £1.50 pack 
 
“I’ve found these very useful for cutting bailer 
band and package strapping also !!!  - Andrew”) 

“Umbilical Cord” Clamps 
Plastic umbilical cord clamps, useful to help 
keep infection out of navels etc.  Can be dis-
infected and used again.                              
Supplied in Packs of 25 or 50 
25 Pack …£4.30 
50 Pack …£7.30 

Colostrum                   
Densimeter 
An excellent and very cost 
effective way to evaluate 
the IgG content in Bovine              
colostrum by measuring the 
specific gravity of the       
colostrum. By adding the 
densimeter float to the  
cylinder containing          
colostrum (as pictured) a 
specific gravity reading   
(SG) can be achieved.         

        £7.80   

Echophonic Ultrasound Gel 
The ultimate gel for advanced 
ultrasound examinations.                                                          
Tissue and transducer friendly. 
Water soluble and                      
Hypoallergenic. 
 
250ml  bottle  £3.50 
5 litre Drum    £25.00 

Dipping & Crook Heads  
Made from strong aluminium (fits 21mm diameter shaft) 

£5.50 

£5.50 

Leg Crook Head 

       £3.45 



  

  

Bull Rings & Restraint 
Hinged Rings  (52-54mm inside diameter) 
 

Nickel plated          £1.70   
Stainless Steel       £3.15   
Brass                      £3.15  
 
“Swivel” Rings  (57mm inside diameter) 
 

Nickel Plated          £1.85    
Stainless Steel       £2.90  
 Brass                   £2.95   

Spare Screw for Bull Rings (either type) 
 
Stainless Steel 
Brass 
Nickel Plated 

£0.30  

Bull Ring applicator  (Hinged rings) 
 
For bull ring insertion without previous piercing 
of the nasal cartilage.  (52-54mm rings)   
 
                        £12.40 

          Bull Lead Rod 
145cm long, made from heavy          
duty “lacquered” steel tubing with 
strong slide adjuster and “D” Handle. 
 
                 £27.50  

Bull Holder (with Rope) 
 
Nickel plated 
complete with rope  ! 
 
        £6.80 

Bull Holder 
A Good basic 11cm holder 
from cast Iron with 
nickel plating ! 
 
              £2.20 

Bull Holder “HARMS” type 
19cm stainless steel bull holder  
with slide adjuster 
 
£5.60  



  

  

Cow Hobbles  
Nylon Cow hobbles. 
Fully washable 
  
£4.50  

Extra Strong Cow Hobbles 
Made from specially manufactured and                    
extremely strong webbing for increased tear 
and tensile strength. Ideal for extreme usage. 
  

Standard type   £5.70 
Adjustable type    £7.20 

Hobbles Padded - with chains) 
Made from strong polyester with animal friendly 
padding,  strong buckles and swivel to prevent                
chains tangling.    
                                     £11.50       

Hobbles (heavy duty leather) 
Very Solid and strong hobbles with quality leather straps             
and chains                       £6.76 

 

Cow Immobilizers 
Designed for different size animals, adjusted with the new 
Simpler 9mm adjuster pin.   
  
Stainless steel model (2mm stainless tubing)    £10.60 
Standard “Robust” galvanised tubing model        £5.50 

(Best Quality - with padding) 

Prolapse Bandage for Cattle 
A nylon prolapse bandage (with leather inlays) for Cows 
Helps prevent a prolapse from escalating and becoming chronic.    
                                                             £30.80 



  

  

Cattle Halters 

Calf Halter 
A good quality (German made) halter  made from 
strong  yet gentle material (with added leather 
strengthening) suitable for calves.  Adjustable 
head and nose strap,  oval link and  “D” Ring   
 
 £5.50  

Cow & Young Bull Halter 
Similar to the calf halter, however with extra 
leather strengthening. Again fully adjustable .  
£6.40  

Turnout Halter 
A Black nylon halter with integrated lead and  chain                         
£ 7.50   

Sisal Halter 
100% sisal halter (double rope) supplied              
complete with galvanised ring.              £3.35    

Bridle  -   Red or Blue (Doubly adjustable)            £5.90 
 

Rope Halter 
With integrated leash. Pre-knotted ,              
ideal for quick catching and                                    
attaching. Made from a mixture of                       
sisal & Polypropylene. 
18mm diameter x 2.3m leash. 
 
£3.45 



  

  

Cattle “Neck” Straps 
Another way of identifying Cattle  without markers or branding. These      
Neck straps are all 40mm wide and made from quality  heavy duty nylon         
and with either traditional steel or new plastic “clip” buckles. 

Green/White . 
120cm or 135cm long 
  
 £2.35 each 
  

Dark Blue. 
120cm or 135cm long 
 
£2.35 each 

Black 
130cm long (Plastic buckles) 
 
£2.80  each 

Basic Cotton / Nylon Halters 

Numbers to suit above collars 
(0 to 9)   —     £0.35 each 

New - Deluxe  
13mm cattle show 
halter 

Cattle. 
12mm diameter White cotton rope (with webbing) 2.51 metres long             £7.50        
20mm diameter super heavy duty rope harness. 3.46 metres long                £7.90        
14mm diameter with adjustable metal ring . 3.1 metres long                         £5.60   
11mm diameter (CALF) adjustable cotton.  2.42 metres long                         £5.50  
13mm diameter Deluxe Cattle Show halter  (2.81 m ) soft nylon                  £10.50 
 
Sheep.  
12mm diameter adjustable cotton halter. 2.3 metres                                    £3.95  
6mm diameter Adjustable white nylon halter.  2.45m long                             £5.35 



  

  

Ropes (For halters and leads) 
All suitable for leading livestock or making halters 

(5 metre)  Tie Rope 
Extra long 16mm diameter rope      
for secure and stress free leading   
of cattle  (large loop)       £3.40 each 

 

8mm diameter x 1.8m  Calf/Sheep  (jute/polypropylene mix) small loop    ….      £0.70             
12mm diameter x 2.0m Calf rope (Sisal) - small loop                                           £0.75               
12mm diameter x 3.2m rope (Sisal/polypropylene mix) - small loop                     £0.95          
12mm diameter x 3.2m rope (Sisal/polypropylene mix) - Large loop                    £0.95             
12mm diameter x 3.2m rope (Natural Sisal)  - small loop                                     £1.00                    
14mm diameter x 3.5m Bull rope (Sisal/polypropylene mix) - small loop               £1.25        

Good basic Nylon (with leather strengthening) Sheep                                      
or Ram collar. 60cm long with “D” ring attachment  
( Colours - RED, BLUE, YELLOW or GREEN)        £2.25  

Leather collar 
25mm wide x 65cm with “D” Ring     £2.99 

A Good quality leather or Nylon Ram and Sheep halter. 
 Nylon type ...........................£4.80              Leather type........................ £5.85  



  

  

“Professional” Serrated/non Serrated Footrot shears 
(The most efficient footrot shears in the world) 
Independent laboratory tests have proven that the Burgon & Ball              
professional serrated footrot shear gives up to 60% more cutting 
power than other footrot shears.  The unique blade serration          
pattern on the upper blade gives unrivalled levels of bite,  anchoring 
the shear firmly while the plain cutting blade slices cleanly and          
precisely through the toughest of hooves. 
 

(Serrated model) ……£18.90   
(Plain blade model) .. £17.60   

Comments -  Check out the “Farmers Packs on the next page -   It’s not much more money for the                                                                                         
“serrated footrot shear pack” than a single serrated footrot shear !!!   -    Andrew 

£6.75   Rec Retail @ £9.72) 

Farmer Packs  (Value for money “Saver” packs) 
  
“Dag & Hoof” Pack 
A pair of supersharp hoof trimmers and a 3.5” 
Single bow dagging shear …… £18.90    
“Footrot Shear Pack” 
A pair of Supershear  and a pair of serrated or plain                                  
Professional hoof trimmers in a single pack                                  
£20.55   

“Supersharp” Footrot shears 
Invaluable compact type shears—highly acclaimed                           
by farmers and shepherds during field tests. 
 
-   Easy Action, single handed locking device 
-   Coated blades minimise rust. 
-   Handy size and lightweight for daily carrying. 
-     High carbon blades - heat treated to cleanly 
       cut hard hooves 
 
 
 
 

New -  Supersharp Footrot shears 
(Complete with serrated blade) 

Made to the same standard as the standard green 
type but with a serrated cutting blade 

                                              £7.25 



  

  

Myti-lyte (MK II) Foot Rot clippers 
A lightweight, Compact and powerful foot rot clip-
per, locks closed when not in use. Easily fits inside 
most pockets !!!                        
 

                      £10.30    

Assorted Hoof Trimmers 

General Purpose trimmers 
Good quality , economic trimmer, imported from Germany,            
these come with either plain or serrated quality blades. 
 
                                                 £6.85  (either type)                    

Burgon & Ball “Sheep shear sharpener” 
The only way to sharpen Burgon & Ball sheep shears without              
pulling the blades “off- cut”. The casing contains long life silicon                 
carbide wafer, with spare wafer contained inside casing.                                      
(each wafer can be turned 4 times) 
  

APS Price ………… £3.95     
Spare wafers  … £2.50     

Myti-lyte (MK III) Foot Rot Clippers 
The next generation clipper from Nettex,               
These are lightweight stainless steel clippers,               
again with lockable serrated blades. 
Available in straight or curved blades. 
 

 £14.30 

Heavy Duty  Trimmers 

Another one of our “Best Sellers” - these hoof     
trimmers (available in both plain and serrated 
blade models) are strong and easy to handle and 
use all day long !!!. Manufactured from steel with 
strong springs and sharp stainless steel blades. 
(Serrated blade)  ......  £10.45  
(Plain Blades) ..............  £10.20   



  

  

Burgon & Ball Sheep Shears 

Double Bow 
These produce a softer squeeze - for finer/cleaner     
fleeces  (most popular) 
 

Single Bow 
Multi purpose shear with a firmer squeeze.                            
Ideal for coarser or greasy fleeces. 
 
Prices  
Single or double bow  (Same price !) 
 

3.5” Blade  - (Dagging shears)    £14.45    
5.5” Blade  - (Shearing)              £16.95     
6.5” Blade -  (Shearing)              £17.50     

Burgan & Ball “Chunky” Farmers Knife 
 
An excellent all round knife with a robust and dura-
ble blade and handle.  Quality Sheffield steel blade 
for lasting sharpness. 
 

£10.45     

 

APS -   Pen knives 
New for 2018 -    
2 new penknives  -  both have good quality 
Stainless steel blades and wood handles. 
 

Small Model 
70mm  blade   -    £5.00 
 

Large Model 
80mm blade  -       £6.00 

The 5.5” & 6.5” shears are available with either straight or bent handles 



  

  

 

Carbon Steel Hair/Wool clippers                  
£8.75   

Jakoti Hand shears 
 

Superb quality hand shears, used across Europe for over 30 years. 
More efficient than the usual double bow design, the blades cut 
cleanly with the minimum of effort.  The carbon steel blades are 
amazingly sharp and easily re-sharpen when needed. 
The ergonomically designed handles are comfortable for long             
periods of use and the low tension spring makes them easy to       
operate.  Ideal for Dagging !!! 

 

£20.50   

(I’ve tried selling the cheaper copies but in most cases they just don’t work as well as these !!) 

Sharpening Stone   
Suitable for Knives,                 
Hoof knives or shears. 
 
      £3.15 



  

  

Claw Check 
5” guidance guage for            
determining and 
achieving the correct claw 
trimming and cutting to    
maximum effect      £4.90 

Tar Bandage 
Waterproof double adhesive tar bandage for                 
hoof treatment .   4.5cm x 25 metres      £6.20       

Teat Bandages 
Unique allergy tested polyester cohesive bandage.            
Protects wounds against dirt, easy to mould and apply. 
Can be applied  to wet teats. 
6.0cm x 5 metres        £3.75 
  

Pocket Hoof knife -  Pocket hoof 
knife with “stone picker”     £6.20 

Technovit-2-Bond 
The fast 2 part PU adhesive for hoof treatment 

Technovit-2-Bond is a quick drying, two part   
adhesive for treating hooves.  Just a small 
amount of adhesive is all that’s needed to              
glue wood or rubber blocks to healthy hooves       
in seconds. 
The benefits at a glance - 
*  Dries within 30 seconds 
*  Bond permanently to rubber & wood blocks 
*  Easy to use -  no mixing, no waste 
*  Ordourless & safe to use in confined spaces  

Complete set  
1 x 160ml Cartridge with 2-part adhesive 
10 x mixing tips 
10 x wooden blocks 
1 x Dispensing gun 

Complete set ( approximately 10 applications) 
 

                         £42.40 

Individual parts 
160ml Technovit-2-Bond adhesive cartridge       £16.50 
Dispensing Gun                                                    £22.50 
Mixing tips (Pack of 10)                                       £4.80 

Wood Blocks 
Standard  (XL) 130mm                                        £0.59 
Standard  112mm                                                £0.48 
Wedge shaped - (112mm or 130mm)                    £0.65 

Please ask if you require any other similar hoof care type products not listed !! 



  

  

 

Heavy Duty Cattle Hoof trimmer 
41cm double action , compound hoof trimmer          
for cattle with Interchangeable blades. 
 
£17.50  
Spare blades  -   £5.40 

Claw cutter  (Side cutting). 
Ideal for preliminary work when the horn                     
is tough.  60cm long - slightly curved.          £29.99 

 
 

Hoof Rasps 
Straight with handle -  35cm long     £9.35 
Straight - no handle (extra sharp)    £5.90 

115mm Abrasive disc 
Suits the small angle grinders.  Used for treatment                   
and  trimming of Cattle hoofs.       
                                                                           £12.45  

 Sheep Hoof Knife      £2.50  

 

Hay Nets 

Large Mesh Nets  (10cm x 10cm) mesh   -             £2.65  
Small Mesh Nets   (5cm x 5cm) mesh   -                £5.75  
 
Hay Bags  
Made from 100% strong polyamide - 65cm x 50cm        £7.50 



  

  

Sutures Skin Suture needles  
(with attached non absorbable suture) 
Supplied in individual sachets.  3/8 circle needles with   
70cm suture attached. 
2/0 suture 
24mm  
30mm 
39mm 
3/0 suture 
19mm 
26mm 
30mm 

Needle length 

Needle length 

Price per needle/suture 
         £1.15 each 
 
       Full box /18  
        £18.90 (£1.05 each)    

Skin Suture needles 
3/8 Circle 
17mm 
25mm 
41mm 
61mm 
89mm 
1/2 Circle 
23mm 
28mm 
38mm 
53mm 

 

Pack of 10 needles 
        £3.75 

Suture cutters 
Individually packed sterile suture cutters.        £0.25 each 

APS Skin Suturing pack. 
A complete starter pack of various  both plain and suture attached 
Needles together with needle holder forceps and suture cutters. 
 
2 of each size 2/0 suture needles with attached 70cm suture 
2 of each size 3/0 suture needles with attached 70cm suture 
10 -  mixed 3/8 circle plain needles 
10 -  mixed 1/2 circle plain needles 
1  -  needle holder 
5  -  sterile suture cutters. 
 

                               £22.50 



  

  

Half Circle Suture Kit 
3 -  4.5” suture needles 
2 -  rolls of 4mm suture tape 
1 -  roll of 3mm suture tape 
 
  £8.95       Pack C 

Suturing equipment 
Suture Tape 

Bovivet 4mm x 5m. 
 
         £2.90 each 

Bovivet 6mm x 5m. 
 
         £4.15 each 

Cox Agri   3mm or 6mm x 5m 
 
             £3.15 each 

Loopuyts needles   (ideal for delicate suturing) 
8cm loopuyts needles, supplied in packs                               
of 12 needles.  Suitable for use with the                                    
Cox 3mm suture tape. ……………….  £6.00 pack 

 
Also Available in an APS package     (see left)                             
12 Loopuyts needles, 2 packs of Cox 3mm x 5m suture       
tape and an APS Stainless steel suture needle holder. 
 
                             £14.90 pack 

6”  Stainless Steel (half curved) Suture needles 
Stainless Steel suture needles.  6” long with a half                      
curve (as per picture).  Suitable for the 3mm or 4mm                  
width suture tapes.  … £0.90  
 
Again also Available in an APS package deal                         
4 of 6” suture needles, 2 of Bovivet rolls of 4mm x 5m                
suture tape and 2 of rolls of Cox 3mm x 5m suture tape. 
 
                        £12.60 per set 

30 metres - white Braided             
Perlon (non sterile) suture. 
 
                 £9.80   

Pack A 

Pack B 

Pack D 

4.5” Half Circle Needles 
Very Strong thick gauge stainless 
steel suture tape needles 
(Requested by many customers) 
Ideal for use with 3mm/4mm tape. 
 
               £0.80  

APS Suture kit 
3mm x 5m suture tape                            
4mm x 5m suture tape                              
6mm x 5m suture tape                              
2 loopuyts needles                                   
3 of 6” half curved suture needles       
1 of Suture needle holder                      
1 of 8” APS Suture needle                         
1 of Standard size scissors  
(All metal items are Stainless steel) 

      £17.80  



  

  

No.4 Loopuyt needles 
Small Loopuyt needles for finer Suturing.       
£5.90 (Pack of 12)  
(Ideal for use with the bulk Packs of braided Perlon) 

 
 

“Finer” Suturing Pack 
A pack of 12 x No.4           
loopuyt needles. 
————————————— 
1 - Artery/suture needle 
Forceps. 
—————————————- 
1 -  30m roll of braided          
Perlon suturing material  
 
£15.50       Pack E 

Kruuse  - “Gerlach” traditional suture needle 
Stainless steel Kruuse traditional suture needle.                       
19cm long and suitable for all sizes of suture tape   
                 £8.15  

Stainless Obstetric 
Chains 
For use with the Calf 
puller handles (left).     
German Quality.                
Available in 1.0 metre 
and 1.5 metre sizes. 
£36.53 (1.0 metre)   
£49.70 (1.5 metre) 
  

Calf “puller”  
handle with hook 
For use with Obstetrical 
chains.     
       £10.45                             

A 20cm (Nickle plated) steel vaginal              
speculum for sheep ! 
 
£48.00 

APS Traditional Stainless Steel  Suture needles 
Available in either 8” or 12”  long. A Good basic no 
frills suture needle. Suits all size tapes !! 
  
                £4.95 each 



  

  

APS Surgical Stainless Steel Items 

Surgical set 
A complete set of surgical stainless steel scissors. 
Tweezers, forceps, scalpel handles and blades,        
supplied in a handy folding zip up pouch. 
 

                         £10.50  set 
 
A really handy set at the price, we sold dozens of these last 
season—Andrew 

Stainless Steel Scalpel holders 

Stainless steel scalpel holders. Available in Size No.3 or No.4.                  
Also available in a handy folding pocket type. 
 
No.3 or No.4 Holder ……………  £1.40   
Folding type ………………………..   £1.50   

Stainless Steel “Ear” notchers 
 
Good quality stainless steel ear notchers.                             
Available in notch types -   

 

     £7.50                                                

(Scalpel blades - No.22, 23 or 24)  (Stainless Steel)   £11.35  per 100                       
(Scalpel blades—No.22, 23 or 24)  (Carbon Steel) …… £6.00  per 100                     
(Disposable scalpel with blade) ……………………………….………£0.55  each 
 

Stainless steel surgical tweezers  
Quality 14cm heavy duty tweezers for a variety of applications 
Supplied with standard or “pincer” type jaws                £1.60 

TROCARS 
Stainless steel trocars with  cannula  
(10mm diameter model)……………£6.50                                            
(7mm diameter model x 120mm)..£5.50                         
Spare Cannulas …………  £6.50  each 
  

4mm x 120mm Steel Trocar                                               
(especially for Sheep) complete                            
with cannula                    £8.45 



  

  

Needle Holders 
Stainless steel needle 
holders. Suitable for 
Loopuyt suture or             
standard suture needles 
 
   £3.65   

Stainless steel Scissors 
Best quality Stainless steel scissors from Kruuse of 
Denmark (Major suppliers to UK Veterinary practices) 

12cm 
Straight with Sharp/Sharp tips              £1.60 
Straight with Blunt/Blunt tips                 £1.60 
14cm  
Straight with Sharp/Sharp tips               £2.80  
Straight with Sharp/Blunt tips                £2.95 
Straight with Blunt/Blunt tips                 £2.85 
Curved with Sharp/Blunt tips                   £3.10 
Curved with Blunt/Blunt tips                    £3.10  
18cm  
Straight with Sharp/Sharp tips              £3.65 
Straight with Blunt/Blunt tips                 £3.95 
Straight with Sharp/Blunt tips                £3.40 

14cm Bandage scissors with specialised rounded 
and safe tips for cutting through bandages and 
Vet wrap products .                       £3.95 

Skin Staples 
 An Alternative to suturing                               
(for the more experienced and Veterinarians  !!)   

Artery Forceps 
Straight or curved tip. 
 
            £2.25 

“Royal” Brand disposable auto skin suture (Stapler)                
comes pre-loaded with approx 30-40 staples             £7.95 
 
Staple removal forceps (shown above)                        £3.15 
 
Suture clips (shown left) sizes 7.5mm to 20mm                       
(Supplied in packs of 100 clips)                                   £6.40 
Stainless Steel clip applicator/Remover                      £6.20 
 
To be discontinued  in 2017 by Kruuse             



  

  

Sheep Crooks 
“Neck”  type crooks 
Super strong neck crooks.  Manufactured from 19mm diameter x 
16g aluminium tubing and completed with a blue powder coating. 
  
These are not the cheap lightweight 18g (1.2mm) crooks which 
sometimes have a tendency to bend these are made from the 
stronger 16g (1.6mm) material for extra strength, coated with a 
blue powder coating finish and  supplied with a quality hand grip 
  
Short Model  (900mm long)          ..                   £9.40 each 

Long Model  (1340mm long)              ..             £10.30 each 

Leg Crooks 
 Made from 13mm diameter aluminium 
rod complete with Red powder coat            
finish and heavy duty rubber grip .  
 
Short Leg. (900mm)     
Medium leg.  (1.1 metre) 
Long Leg. (1.34 metre) 

£9.50 each 

Special Offer - 
We are currently offering the medium and long leg crooks 
at the same price as the short leg crooks !! 
The medium and especially the long leg crooks bend a little 
too easily - we intend to redevelop these with either a 
stronger or larger diameter material !!! 

Dual Head Crooks 
Made from strong 14mm diameter  aluminium complete 
with dual handles. 

                                             £13.40 



  

  

Crooks 

£12.50 

Economy 
 Plastic 
90cm neck 
crook  
 
 £4.00 

Combined “Head” &   Leg” Crook. 
Strong Aluminium  construction         
complete with  both “neck” and “leg”  
type crook head, two grip handles and an   
overall length of approximately 58” 
 

Ideal for Lambs or 
for Children to use !! 

HEADGATE  (for Calves & Sheep) 
Suitable for all sizes of animals.  This headgate is fully adjustable and has 
sliding rail clamps that move independently to suit any gate or pen side.  
The top section slides up and down to allow for multi adjustments.                 
Manufactured from “plated” steel this headgate is ideal for shows, sale  
preparation, tattooing,  ear tagging, foot care, replacing prolapses , tail 
docking etc etc. 
 

£69.00 
 

New for 2017 

New for 2017 CALMAG PUMP  (c/w adapter) 
 
Provides a safe and speedy delivery system for 
administration of metabolic solutions for 
treatment of conditions such as milk fever and 
grass staggers. (simply attach to bottle and 
squeeze the bellow system) 
Fits 400mm plastic bottles and complete with 
13 luer needle and tubing. 
 

£20.40 



  

  

VINK -  Calf Puller  
(Beef Model)  180cm model 
An heavier duty model made from larger                                             
diameter , heavier tubing and Square                                           
ratchet arm.  Supplied with an heavier                                           
type alternate tension ratchet.                                                        
Overall a more robust unit altogether !!! 
 
180cm (alternate tension )   £278.00 
Spare set of Ropes -   £5.40 per set 

Set of Spare 
Ropes £5.40 set 

Obstetrical chains 

See previous pages for details of handles and Chains 

VINK  - Calf Puller 
This is a heavy duty and very                  
durable stainless steel Calf                         
puller. Allows traction towards the       
bottom, the top and the back.                  
If the birth becomes complicated                  
the “traction” can be released                          
immediately. 
 
180cm (equal tension Model)     £192.00 
180cm (Alternate tension Model)   £198.00 

£10.45 

£38.00 

HK (type 2020) Basic 
Calf puller 

A basic but robust calf puller with plastic head and 
angle brackets. 
Type 2020 HK pulling mechanism and stable thick 
walled 1.8 metre galvanised steel tube . 
 
£127.00 

Spare set of ropes  
          £2.95 



  

  

New for 2017 
Eco-matic Dual injector 
Allows 2 different vaccines or medicines to be    
injected at the same time without have to mix !!.   
Comes complete with 20mm and 30mm universal 
bottle attachment adapters and          2 tube 
adapters complete with tubing. 
Available in 3 non adjusting versions -  
1ml / 1ml 
1ml/ 2ml 
2ml /2ml 

£52.95 

HSW Neoprene Bottle holder 
For easy and convenient storage of medication            
bottles during the vaccination process. 
Supplies protection against temperature                
fluctuations , harmful UV rays and impact              
damage.  Made from high quality neoprene               
material  and available in both arm model (250ml) 
and belt model. 
Arm Model  (250ml bottles)           
Belt Model  (50-100ml bottles)   
Belt Model  (250ml bottles)  
 
Belt Model (500ml to 1000ml bottles)    -   £10.90     

£8.50 

HSW Eco-matic injectors  
A new version of the tried and tested eco-matic injector           
complete with a new “screw top” fitting for the new design 
Threaded bottles.  Each injector comes complete with 5                
different adapters to suit bottles from 10ml upto 500ml and 
above. 
Available in 3 (fully adjustable) versions - 
 
1ml Version                         -        £16.50 
2ml & 5ml Version               -        £14.50 

More items to follow 



  

  

 

HSW ECO-Matic                          
Auto Dosing Syringe 
Manufactured By Henke Sass 
Wolf (Germany) from High 
Strength plastic, Perfectly          
ergonomically designed with      
accurate dosing adjuster,          
luer lock needle attachment.  
Available with draw off tubing           
or bottle attachment  
2ml or 5ml type available 
 

2ml or 5ml 
£13.20   

2ml or 5ml   
£12.50  

Auto Injectors 

HSW ECO-Matic                          
Bottle attach Auto Dosing Syringe 
Manufactured By Henke Sass Wolf (Germany)               
from High Strength plastic, Perfectly ergonomically 
designed with accurate dosing adjuster, luer lock         
needle attachment.  
Comes complete with 3 bottle attachment caps 
2ml or 5ml type available 
 

£14.90 

(Holds bottles upto 100ml) 

   More -   New injectors to follow !! 



  

  

HSW “Multi-Matic” Injector 
An exceptionally accurate multiple dosing syringe from          
Henke Sass Wolf of Germany.  Ideal for people who don’t        
want to use injectors with tubes or bottles   attached.           
Simply fill the syringe, set the dosing dial and inject.              
Manufactured from high grade aluminium and UV resistant 
medical grade plastic barrel.  (Sterilisable and resistant to    
all know medications) 
  
25ml Model (with 0.5ml increments) 
50ml Model (with 1ml increments) £39.50 

“These injectors are a “million miles away” from the              
cheaper polycarbonate injectors and due the fact that             
a full set of spare barrels and washers are available makes       
it an injector that will last for years” 

HSW Ferro-Matic injector 
Automatic self filling injector for up to 100ml bottles made from 
very high quality steel with glass barrels.  Precise multistage dosing, 
and complete with new design easy change bottle attachment system. 

1.0ml to 3.0ml Version 
1.0ml to 5.0ml Version £47.00 

HSW Vet-Matic Injector 
Made to the same very high standard as the Ferro-matic      
injector but in a “tube feed” design.  Again all spare parts 
Are readily available ! 
1.0ml to 5.0ml                          £36.50 

HSW Roux-Revolver Injector 
Another high quality HSW product available in 30ml or 
50ml versions.  Steel construction with a 0.5ml            
graduation on the 30ml  version and a 1.0ml graduation 
of the 50ml version. Ideal for large vaccination jobs !!.   
Full spares kits readily available. 
 
30ml Version (0.5ml increments) 
50ml Version (1.0ml increments)  £23.90 

   50ml version with extended 
shaft for injecting at a distance 
                   £45.00 



  

  

“Cox“  5ml Semi-Disposable                
Vaccinator 
One of the most Popular plastic         
Vaccinators in the UK. High quality 
precision Philips vaccinator.           
Lightweight and economic automatic 
vaccinator, which gives accurate             
administration of Vaccines !!.    
                                                                                           

£10.95 

ISL Injectors  (From New Zealand) 
(Now Part of the Simcro Group) 

 

Sterimatic (Compatible) Injectors 

Simcro Sterimatic (Compatible) Injectors 

2ml or 6ml (Bottle mounted) injector with screw 
End fitting, suitable for the sterimatic sleeve. 
 
2ml or 6ml bottle mounted            £14.25 
2ml (tube feed type) 
(not shown)                                    £14.75 
 
Any of the above -  
 supplied with a sterimatic sleeve, 3 stericaps and 3 needles  (300 dose pack)    
Add extra  -  £5.10 to the price. 

ISL Vaximate injectors are compatible with 
the sterimatic sleeve system. 
 
2ml Bottle mounted type  (left)               £14.00 
2ml or 5ml (tube feed type) 
(As shown above)                                     £13.50 

 

Spare injector spike and tube 
Suitable for most tube feed injectors 
 
£1.98 each 



  

  

The Sterimatic system for cleaner, safer injecting ! 
(Reduces dangerous cross infection and bacterial build up on the needle and provides a reduced risk of self injecting) 
 

Sterimatic refill Pack (Complete) 
A  500 dose refill pack complete with - 5 reusable 18g needles,  5 stericaps and a sleeve unit.          
Supplied with a long or short sleeve . 
 

Stericaps refill pack 
5 replacement stericaps    
        
  £5.70 

Stericap bottle collars & Bottle protector 
Bottle collars for both 100ml and 250ml bottles.  Complete with 1 off Stericap        £1.20 
Bottle Protector (Far left) complete Stericap and lanyard                                        £4.95                       

Bottle attachment caps 
A set of 3 bottle caps for use with auto injectors with 
tube attachments. 
20mm (White) - 50/100ml bottles 
30mm (Blue) -    250/500ml bottles 
33mm (Green) - 500ml and above 

£5.85 set 

2.5 litre back pack with straps and funnel             £8.60 
  

Long Sleeve or Short Sleeve set 
Same Price -  
 
  £8.75 each 

Single Caps  -  £2.23 each 
(sorry green no longer available) 



  

  

HSW Drench-Matic   
(Premium Aluminium type) 
  
An high quality drenching syringe set (for oral application)                              
from HSW (Germany). Comes complete with extra “luer”                        
lock attachment to allow automatic injecting. 
Manufactured from strong and durable high tensile                             
aluminium, the Drench-Matic comes with  a “                                            
multistage” adjustable dosing spring pressure                                            
mechanism which is both easy to handle and easy to clean. 
  

10ml or 23ml version  
  
    £47.00  each     
                                      
 Spares available -  all supplied at cost price if you have bought 
your drencher from us ! 

Small Lamb nozzle   £1.75 
Adapter for 23ml Drencher   £4.50             
(10ml version comes with adapter) 

HSW  Drench-Matic 
(Standard Aluminium type) 
A Basic version of the hugely popular HSW 
Drench-Matic. Comes in a 20ml or 30ml models 
and again spares are available from APS.  

20ml or 30ml Version 
 
       £39.50  each 

Drench-Matic Spares 
Repair kits  (washers, springs & Valves) 
For all models  -   £7.50 
 
Barrels 
For all models  -    £3.50 
 

Please note -  If you have purchased you Drench-matic drencher from APS then the repair 
kits and barrels are supplied at “cost price”  ! 



  

  

  

HSW Drenchers   Automatic self filling drencher for oral, injecting or pour 
on applications.  This is a low weight but extremely strong drencher unit specially 
developed for use on Cattle and Sheep. 
Available in  either 12.5ml or 30ml sizes for drenching or 70ml “pour on”  model 
Easy dosage setting via “ clickable dosing wheel”. 
  
12.5ml or 30ml drenching gun ………………………                       £25.90 
Adapter set (to change drencher into injector)    ……………   £6.45 
70ml pour on model with plastic  nozzle ……………                 £25.90 
  

Kruuse Automatic drenchers 
Good quality strong automatic drench guns 
Available in either - 
 

30ml Model   -    £27.95 
60ml Model  -    £33.50 

Defender - 20ml Drench Gun 
Lightweight but very strong 20ml drench gun with simple 
“dial-a-dose” volume selector.  Again a good quality drench gun 
Made in New Zealand. 

 

£29.50 



  

  

Simcro low volume 5ml          
Sheep  & lamb Drencher 
Ideal for Lambs & Sheep when a 1-5ml           
dose of drench is required.  Supplied            
with a short 60ml narrow gauge nozzle            
again ideal for Sheep & Lambs. 
 

£15.90 

Kruuse 60ml (Manual)  
Cattle drencher. 
Solid construction , easy cleaning and                                  
maintenance.  Adjustable dosage.  
 

                    £16.95 

£22.50 
High Capacity 400ml Dosing syringes 
(Supplied with steel cannula) 

Kruuse 200ml (Manual) Cattle drencher. 
Solid construction , easy cleaning and maintenance.   
Adjustable dosage.  

                    £18.95 



  

  

 

Please note -  to get the best prices we get these from Germany -  the deluxe                       
and the large 35cm reflector models come with European plugs -  a UK adapter                           
or UK plugs will be needed for these items !! 

Deluxe Model 
Manufactured with a robust 21cm diameter shield with ventilation holes           
(50% extra aluminium shield panel thickness compared to the standard model) 
Supplied with -  Cable bend protection sleeve on the housing, “S” hook for 
gathering and fastening up excess cable length, Ceramic bulb holder and 
welded “C” link attachment chain (maximum of 20kg load bearing capacity) 
 
Deluxe Model with 2.5 metre Cable & 3 stage heat switch 
(Off / 50% power / 100%  power)…………………………………………      £12.40  
 

Standard Model  
This is the standard Infrared heat lamp which has a 21cm diameter 
shield with 8 of ventilation holes to provide better air circulation 
(extending the lamps service life). 
Comes complete with Bulb holder, 5 metre cable  and attachment chain 
(max 20kg load) 
 
Standard Model with 5 metre cable …………      £9.75   

Attention : Maintain a minimum of 60cm between reflector and litter 

P.A.R type Heavy duty long life Lamps. 
Heavy duty, long life (average 5000 hour life span) 
Heat lamp bulbs. Available in either clear or Red 
Best - Philips type 
100W  (Red or clear)     -      £5.30 each 
175W  (Red or Clear)    -       £5.50 each 
Standard - Type 
The standard type are to be discontinued (they are not good enough) 
We will sell what we have on stock @ cost price (Ask if interested) 

I’ve tried selling the cheaper standard bulbs but they just are not strong enough 
to stand  up to the delivery therefore I’ve gone with these much stronger PAR 
long life type  -    Andrew 

P.A.R type 100W is equivalent to a 150W standard Bulb 
P.A.R type 175W is equivalent to a 250W standard bulb 

Infrared Heat Lamps 

New for 2016 

Comes fitted with UK plug as standard 



  

  

“Magic Shock” Handy Prodder 
A lightweight, ergonomic casing complete with on/off switch, 
“easy touch” press button, buzzer sound for psychological           

£16.40  

“Torero 2000” Prodder 
Handy rectangular design  (13 cm x 8cm x 3cm) fits most               
pockets.  Works with a loud buzzer sound when activated,              
automatic switch off after 2 seconds to comply with  welfare               
regulations and is made from  hardwearing shock proof materials             
and come complete with battery (4.5v) 

                                      

“Magic Shock Pro 2000” Prodder 
Latest motor technology (with 2 Year guarantee) reduces the battery usage to a minimum.  
The batteries last twice as long as similar devices.  Totally washable and completely sealed 
against water, dust, dirt and Vapours.  On/off switch ensures that the trigger cannot be           
activated accidentally. Buzzer when activated for psychological effect. 
98cm overall length (71cm polycarbonate break-proof shaft).   
Comes complete with batteries                                                            £41.20 

 
“Large” Reflector model 
This model comes with a larger 35cm diameter  reflector with                
8 ventilation slits , 5 metre cable ,  hanging chains and mesh grill. 

 
 Euro/UK Plug adapters (at cost)   £2.95 

£14.20 

“Picador” model 
The classic design battery operated prodder.   
Automatic cut off after 2 seconds  (Due to welfare regulations) 
Works on 2 x 1.5v Batteries   
 £24.95  (excludes batteries) 

£12.95 

Magic Shock PRO2500 (Rechargeable) 
With similar features to the above 2000 version however with a rechargeable  
2.5ah NiCd-battery 

£56.00 



  

  

APS Products (Various Sheep/Cattle 

“GasBuddex” Calf Dehorner 
The Professional tool for humane dehorning of Calves.                                                                                          
Fast heating time (max 3 minutes) to a maximum                                                                                              
temperature of 650 degrees C, which provides a dehorning                                                                                      
process of approximately 30 second long, thus providing                                                                                                
the greatest possible “pain free” experience for the Calf. 
Manufactured from high quality stainless steel and comes complete with 2 of gas cartridges, spare                       
replacement tips and tool, practical designed non slip handle, dependable automatic “Piezo” ignition system          
and sturdy and practical metal carrying box.  The “GasBuddex” dehorner also comes with a 2 year warranty. 
 
GasBuddex (with 15mm or 20mm tip) ………  £103.50 
Spare Gas cartridges    -                      £3.05 each 

“Portasol 3” Calf dehorner 
Suitable for dehorning Calves between the 3rd and 8th                                                                                                 
Week. Gas operated with refillable gas tank.  Operating                                                                                                   
temperature = approximately 600 degrees C                                                                                                           
(application time 30-40 seconds).  Manufactured with a robust                                                                                      
stainless steel housing , incorporating a newly developed and easy to maintain dehorner assembly                             
with stainless steel burner head and a new “click-ignition” system for easy and reliable gas mixture ignition.                  
Supplied in sturdy plastic carrying case.  
Supplied with a 18.5mm dehorning tip (Spare 18.5mm or 15mm tips easily available)           £78.00 

Rechargeable Battery Dehorner 
 
A fully rechargeable battery operated dehorner 
which comes complete with mains adapter and 12v 
cigarette adapter.  Heats up to 700 deg C in 7          
seconds and takes approx 2-3 seconds to dehorn   
the calf.                                                                         
(A fully charged battery will dehorn 30 calves) 
For “user” safety - the unit only heats up when 
pressed against the horn bud making it much safer 
for the person using the dehorner !! 

£105.50  
Spare heating        
head  -  £39.00 

240v Electric Dehorner 
 
A Mains operated dehorner complete with            
either 15mm  or 18mm dehorning tip and a              
3 metre cable.  High thermic output ensures 
working temperature is quickly achieved. 
 
                        £46.50   



  

  

Dehorning Handles & Wire 
Stainless Steel Wire Handles 
Set of 2 wire handles for dehorning wire 
                      £7.20 

Steel Handles for Dehorning wire 
Steel handles (supplied in pairs) for 
dehorner wire .   
                                      £3.45     

Standard Dehorning wire. 
12 metres in plastic container     -   £3.50 
Bovivet (Best quality) Wire 
10 metres in plastic container     -   £6.95 

Gas De-budding Iron 
For use with Propane or Butane gas ! 
Lightweight and low maintenance  -  heats up 
To working temperature in 2-3 minutes. 
(spare brass head available) 
Propane or Butane regulator  
Sold separately  !! 

£39.00 

Regulator  £10.00 

DR Larson’s Horncheck Paste 
An easy to use De-budding paste containing potassium and Calcium hydroxide to inhibit horn 
growth before it starts !.  Designed by a US Veterinarian  - horncheck paste is both easy to 
use and effective.  Calves can be treated (quickly and humanely) from an early age.  

For best results - 
Apply  from 1 to 7 days 
(However can be applied up to 6 Weeks old) 

Contents:  
45 gms 
Treats: 
 30 to 40 calves 

£11.80 per tube 
 



  

  

Cow lifting device 

Developed  for short to medium term support of weak cows.  Adjustable to 3 different sizes and 
due to the main sling there are no pressure points.  Supplied as a complete                                          
kit in a carry Bag. Recommended for animals up to 1000kg live weight                      £177.50 

Cow lifting frame (professional models). 
An indispensable device for cows that cannot get 
back on there feet.  Professional quality - made with 
gummed clamps which are easily adjustable to suit 
any size of cow. 
Supplied in 2 models - 
 
Small & Medium Cattle to max 900kg         £63.00 
Larger Cattle to max. 1500kg                     £88.50 

Cow Blanket 
A warm well-fitting blanket for ill, downer 
cows or for protection for shows and             
exhibitions. The outer material is made 
from tear resistant 600 denier ripstop 
polyester with soft, flexible adjustable 
leg straps to the front and back. 
Waterproof up to 3,000 mm water column. 
The material also has breathable                
properties which prevent excessive 
sweating (3,000 g/m²/24h) and is                 
machine washable at 30°C  
Back Length -   145cm 
Length -           180cm 
Width -            150cm 

£39.95 each 



  

  

APS Products (Various Sheep/Cattle 

Calf Coats 
Designed to support the immune system in the first few days of  
life and to prevent diarrhoea and other health problems.  The Calf 
coat provides protection from unpredictable weather conditions 
and “cold stress” in newborn calves.  Calves should generally wear 
the coats for the first 3-4 weeks of life. 
Manufactured from (washable) tear resistant 600 denier polyester 
ribstop, with nylon straps and plastic clip type fastenings.  The calf 
coats are water resistant and have  breathable qualities which limit 
excessive sweating (3000 g/m2/24h). 
 
70cm (back length) model ………………… £15.20   
80cm (back length) model ………………… £15.20   

These may look like a bit of a gimmick - but when you consider the value of new  born store calves -  they might just be worth keeping  a 
couple on stock  just in case !!!! 

Aluminium “feed” Scoops 
Manufactured from good quality polished Aluminium       
and supplied with either standard or Inverted handles. 
 
1600gr Size (Standard Handle) ……  £7.20 
2500gr Size (Standard Handle) …… £9.25  
1250gr  Size (Inverted handle) …….. £8.25 
2000gr Size (Inverted Handle) ……. £10.25  

Calf Coat “Premium” 
An upgraded version of the above.  Maintains                  
heat through waterproof 4 layer, breathable               
PU foam.  Fully adjustable with flexible belly                 
guard , leg straps and Velcro fasteners on the chest.   
Machine washable at  30 degrees C.                             
70cm or 80cm  (back length) Models     £20.75 each 
  

Plastic “feed” Scoops 
2000gm type with                                       
inverted handles       £3.60  
2000gm type with                                    
standard handles      £2.10   

New “ThermoPlus” Calf Jacket 
Again made from 600 denier ribstop polyester but       
with additional 200 gram polyfleece lining for optimum 
protection even in extreme outdoor weather. Complete 
with anatomical chest and belly fasteners and                
additional Velcro fastening.   
70cm & 80cm models available  -        £17.95 each 
      



  

  

Rat/Mouse Bait Stations 
Robust plastic bait stations with locks. Suitable                                                            
for all type of bait. 
  
Large type (Rats)         £6.40  
Medium type (Rats)      £4.95 
Mouse type                   £1.20 

Bait Stations 

“Hook on” feed trough with Grill 
Ideally suited for Sheep Pens !! 

Fits most rails/fences or gates up to 50mm wide.                                                                                       
Made from very strong hardwearing plastic. 8 litre capacity                                                                   
with steel grill.  (95.5cm long x 14.5cm x 12cm high)              

£11.70  each  

15 Litre rubber feed troughs 
Portable hanging feed trough for hanging on fixtures  
up to 50mm in size. Made from almost indestructible  
rubber blend for the toughest of situations. 
  

£12.85 each 



  

  

5 litre Calf Feeder Buckets 

Made from strong,  semi flexible plastic    
Ideal for Calf feeder buckets due to 
their ability to withstand  a lot of 
Punishment !! 
  
Black     -              £0.95 each 
Blue or Green  -    £1.10 each 

3 Gallon (15 litre) Shallow Feed buckets 

Again made from good sturdy, flexible plastic                                      
material !   Ideal for use as a feed bucket !! 
Black                   -     £1.50 
Yellow or Purple   -     £1.90 

Hoof-Proof Buckets  
( Designed for the Agricultural trade) 
A new bucket for 2017.  The hoof proof range are made from             
a softer yet very strong and flexible material which does not        
crack or break when stood on or kicked ! 
 
6 litre type   (ideal for calves)       -               £1.15 each 

8 litre type   (large calves & general use)       £1.35 each 

10 litre type  (General purpose)                      £1.90  each 

15 litre type    (General purpose)                      £2.40  each 
A bit more expensive but well worth the extra money !!! 

Stainless Steel Buckets 
Really useful stainless steel buckets.  Available in       
5.7,  8.5  or 12.3 litre sizes.  Manufactured from    
highly polished gloss finish stainless steel.                 
Ideal for Food or Milk processing, frozen food            
or any application were sterilisation is required. 
5.7 litre (Calf feeder bucket)                     £5.60 
8.5 litre Bucket …                                       £8.20  
12.3 litre Bucket (with graduated side) ……£11.80  



  

  

Galvanised Fence/Post Bracket for 12 Litre Bucket    £4.95 each 

“Flatback”  Feed & Water buckets 
Extremely sturdy buckets made from nearly indestructible plastic with flattened                
back (Can be used as a feed bucket with the wall bracket)  
 20 litre capacity                             £7.30 
 Wall Bracket (with safety lock)      £2.90   

General Purpose 12 Bucket 
A good quality 12 litre bucket made from heavy duty green plastic 
 
£2.95  each 

Hot dip Galvanised Buckets 
Available in either 11 litre or 14 litre size.           
Hot dip galvanised with handle. 
 
11 litre  …..    £5.40  
14 litre  …..   £6.05   

“Flexible” flexiTub Buckets 
Made from sturdy but extremely flexible plastic.  
Very versatile !! 
(Fully UV & Frost Proof) 

15 Litre (Small) 
Black  -              £1.60 
Blue or Red  -    £2.40 
 
25 Litre   (Medium) 
Black   -            £2.10 
Blue or Red       £2.85 
 
42 Litre   (Large) 
Black  -             £2.80 
Blue or Red -    £3.60 
 
55 Litre   (Extra Large) 
Black Only  -    £3.95 



  

  

Ram Blocks  

Mating Mark Ram Blocks  

 

Sure Sired Ram Blocks  
                 
“Rated” by the British wool board, bright            
and durable, yet fully scourable.  Supplied 
with traditional split pin for secure            
fastening to the ram harness.                                                          
Available in —  RED. BLUE, GREEN,             
ORANGE, YELLOW AND BLACK 
All Weather, Cold or Mild weather types 

“Kerbl” Ram Blocks 
 
These ram Blocks are from “Kerbl” of Germany.           
They are all weather and come in the following                
colours -  
RED, BLUE, GREEN and YELLOW 
(Quite a soft block !!) 

Manufactured with the unique “click in” system !  
(Although they are also supplied with the traditional split pin) 

Agrimark Ram Blocks 
High quality Ram blocks using the best quality 
natural waxes.  Gives a superior mark even on 
Wet fleeces ! 
Available in - 
RED, BLUE, GREEN, ORANGE & YELLOW 

 
 

Available in 6 distinctive colours   -  RED, BLUE, 
GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE and PURPLE. 
 

Ask for best prices !! 
 
The manufacturers usually offer special deals at the beginning of each season  so I never 
know what the best price will be until around September ! 
Please rest assured I will provide the very best price to our customers !!! 



  

  

 

Ram Harnesses & Blocks 

(Manufactured in Germany) - Basic APS Ram harnesses         
supplied with either traditional metal buckles or the new           
modern plastic snap lock buckles.       £6.50   
 

“SURE SIRED” Pedigree  
cotton ram Harness.  A better quality harness from         
Net-Tex with  extra padded chest 
strap and again with plastic snap lock      

 
Mating Mark Ram Harness 
The original Mating mark harness from New 
Zealand (Not the cheap Chinese Knock off). 
Complete with wide cross over straps and the 
unique “Click and go” clip in system . 
 

Ask for best price ! 
 

“Agri-health” 
Super Blue -  Harness 

A good quality ram harness with 
1.75” wide nylon straps and quality 
Push in snap lock buckles 
 
     £14.00 each 

“SURE SIRED”  Ram Harness  
 Standard Nylon “anti chaf” type harness. 
Supplied with Nylon snap lock buckles 

Ask for best prices 



  

  

Constanta Cool Spray. 
This is a more versatile spray,  designed as a all in one - cooling, lubricating and cleaning          
spray. The spray not only lubricates the blades but effectively keeps the blades cooler                  
and therefore sharper for longer. The spray also removes hair, fur and dirt residue and helps 
prevent bacteria, fungi and viruses from developing. 
500 ml Cans                                                                       £5.60 

Clipper oil 
Specially developed for         
clippers in operation for long 
periods of time. Ensures all 
moving parts in the shaving 
head are properly lubricated. 
 
100ml bottle    £2.10 
500ml bottle    £5.60 

Constanta 4 Sheep Shearer 
Tried and tested electric sheep shearer supplied with 
400w x 240v motor drive, 3m lead and blade set            
(13/4 teeth).  Comes with a sturdy plastic carry case with  
accessories.   
                          £230.00  (set of spare blades  - see next page) 

 APS Products (Various Sheep/Cattle). 

Constanta Clean Spray. 
Designed to improve shearing results 
by effectively cleaning and removing 
hair, fur and dirt residue from              
between the upper & lower blades. 
Can also be used to remove the         
protective chemicals applied to            
clipper blades before first use. 
 
400ml cans. 
 
£3.95 per can 

Profi 240v Sheep Shearer (6 Speed). 
A powerful 350w x 2400rpm electric sheep shearer with steplessly            
adjustable 6 speeds.  Allowing different option setting for different 
fleece conditions and different animals ! 
Manufactured in Germany - the “Farmclipper profi” comes complete 
with long 5.5 metre cable for ease of use and 1 comb & cutter 

   £135.00 
(Spare combs & cutters - see next page) 



  

  

New for 2018 

Cordless Animal Clippers  (New & Improved for 2018) 
(manufactured by “Welsh Shearing equipment ltd”) 
New for 2018.  These battery operated Sheep clippers are ideal for “Dagging” , tailing and 
shearing small flocks or for use on “dirty” cattle.   The clippers are nicely balanced and safe to 
use in any weather conditions. The new 2018 model now also comes with 3 batteries 
 
The clippers come with - 
3  -   4000 MAH Lithium x 180w, 2800 SPM batteries 
1   -   main body unit 
1  -   Set of Blades (uses same blades as a standard shearing handpiece) 
1  -    Screwdriver , brush and charger unit 
1  -    Handy steel carry case  
1  -    12 Month Warranty from Welsh Shearing equipment ltd 
Clipping & Charging times 
Clipping time on a fully charged battery -   approximately 1.25 hour                                             
Charging time -   approximately  2.25 hours. 
 
 
 

£240.00 

New Improved model for 2018 -    
Complete with new improved battery  attachment, new type battery terminal and new 
aluminium carry case 

Individual combs & cutters 
4.6mm Cutters  -    £3.30      each     
76mm Combs     -    £12.00     each 
93mm Combs     -    £12.95     each 
96mm Combs      -   £13.25     each 
 
 
  
To keep the price down - we now buy these in bulk packs (instead of the farmers packs)                 
and sell individually to save our customers money !!! 



  

  

MOSER (type ARCO) Cordless Clipper 
Quality cordless clipper from Moser of Germany 
With standard cutting length of 0.7mm - 3.0mm 
(however can be increased by using the supplied combs) 
Comes complete with 2 (Quick charge) batteries,                        
4 attachment combs, docking station and cleaning kit ! 
 
Charging time:          75 minutes 
Operating time:        up to 100 minuets   
 

                   £87.00 
    Spare 0.7mm-3.0mm x 46mm Blade  £16.00 

OSTER  Professional PRO600i Mains & Battery trimmer. 
Professional quality trimmer for detailed shearing.  Can be used (with or without 
cable) as a mains or battery trimmer and comes complete with lithium ion battery, 
easily adjustable stainless shearing head (0.25mm - 2.4mm), 4 stainless steel clip on 
combs which  allows 3mm, 6mm, 9mm or 13mm hair lengths. Docking station, and 
cleaning kit. 
 
Charging time:       2 hours 
Operating time:     up to 2 hours 
 

£103.00 
(Spare shearing head -  £17.95) 
(Set of 4 combs - 16, 19, 22 & 25mm)  -  £22.95 

           FarmClipper (Battery). 
A New battery operated clipping machine for Cattle (& Horses) 
Supplied with quality shearing blades (21/23 teeth) suitable for            
all round shearing, 2  x 10.8v lithium ion block batteries, charging 
station, screw driver, special oil and stable case. 
 
Charging time:        approx. 90 minutes 
Operating time:      approx. 90 minutes 
 
Spare Shearing Blade sets  

21/23 teeth (cattle)   
31/15 teeth  (horses) 
 

£155.00 

£24.00 

Ideal for “Shows” or when 
mains power is unavailable 



  

  

Grooming & Show equipment 

Metal Curry Comb “Coarse teeth” 
              £2.25 

A 

Metal Curry Comb “fine teeth” 
              £2.45 

B 

Metal Curry Comb “Semi Lunar” type 
                       £1.80  

Metal Curry Comb “Spiral Shape” type 
                         £2.35 

Metal Curry Comb “Open Bar” type 
                     £2.95 

Grooming Brush with  
   “Brass Bristles” &  
        Hand strap 
          £4.85 

Metal Curry Comb “Open Bar”  
type with Mane comb 
                     £2.95 

Grooming Brush with  
   “Nylon Bristles” &  
        Hand strap 
          £2.55 

Needle Curry Comb “Plastic”  with adjustable hand strap. 
Available in -  RED, BLUE and BLACK. 
                           £0.60 

Metal Curry Comb “Oval” 
With Hand strap. 
           £2.15   

C 
D 

E 
F 

G 

H 

J 

I 



  

  

Stranded Galvanised wire 
A very flexible 7 strand galvanised wire for  standard 
fence installations. 
Diameter     -                1.2mm 
Resistance Ώ/m    -       0.120  
Breaking strain      -      200kg 
  
200 metres                             -          £5.10 
1000 metres (on reel)             -         £23.95 
 

Classic  Polywires (white) 
A good quality German polywire with  strong  
monofilaments for increased breaking strain  and          
either 6 or 9 stainless steel wire conductors !! 
  
500 metres  (6 x 0.20mm wires)   -      £11.50 
400 metres  (9 x 0.20mm wires)  -       £12.45 
  

TOPLINE Polywire (TRiCOND Conductors) 
  
Top Quality ,  polywire with excellent conductivity and  durability 
through the use of 6 x 0.25mm TRiCOND  conductors and                
increased fracture load thanks to strong monofilament wires. 
(4 Year UV stability warranty) 
  
400 metres  (6 x 0.25mm TRiCOND wires)  -       £13.45 

Classic  6mm Rope (White) 
Again a good quality 6mm diameter rope with 6 reinforced 
stainless steel  conductors. Made from several single continuous 
filaments of UV –resistant polyethylene for maximum breaking 
strain and durability  
200 metres x 6mm diameter               -        £20.40 
Basic Model (available) same size but with                                                           
2 x “tinned” conductor wires & 350kg B/S     -      £12.20 (ask for full details) 

200 metres              1600 metres                                1.20                             6                          6 x 0.40mm                      400kg                           

500 metres             500 metres                                    3.87                           6                       6 x 0.20mm                     80kg 
400 metres             800 metres                                    2.58                           9                       9 x 0.20mm                    100kg           

  Length                   Rec. fence length (max).                   Resistance Ώ/m                    Conductors                   Stainless wires                   Breaking strain 

  Length                   Rec. fence length (max).                   Resistance Ώ/m                    Conductors                   TriCOND wires                   Breaking strain 

400 metres               4,000 metres                             0.429                           6                           6 x 0.25mm                      100kg     

  Length                   Rec. fence length (max).                   Resistance Ώ/m                    Conductors                   Stainless wires                   Breaking strain 



  

  

CLASSIC    Plastic posts 
Conventional plastic post with single step and galvanised spike.              
Comes complete with vertical reinforcement for stability  
(however not to the same degree as the Titan type) 
  
105cm High -   (5 x Polywire/Rope & 3 x Tape)        £0.90  each 

Titan  Plastic posts 
(Far more durable than standard plastic posts) 
  
Titan brand plastic posts with single step are manufactured from 
highly impact resistant high grade plastic which is virtually           
unbreakable and is suitable for sub zero temperatures. 
The posts have additional longitudinal struts (as per picture) for 
increased strength and stability come complete with 18 or 21cm  
galvanised spike.   ( 3 Year UV - Warranty) 
  
110cm  High -   (5 x Polywire/ropes & 3 x Tape)          £1.15 each 

157cm  High -  (7 x Polywire/Ropes & 5 x Tape)          £1.30  each 

Fence Posts 

Oval Steel posts 

Manufactured from 11mm x 5mm oval spring steel and complete with 
hard wearing paint finish, heavy duty tread and 20cm spike.                      
Designed to allow the insulator clips to be fitted at any desired 
height and spacing. 

107cm High and supplied complete with large top insulator.     £1.15 

Spare insulator clips  
      £4.50 (Bag of 25) 

Spare post top insulator 
             £0.25 each 



  

  

TOPLINE  (Sheep Netting with Vertical struts) 

Topline net was developed particularly for uneven     
terrain . Instead of the soft stranded material, rigid 
plastic strands were used for the verticals.  These are 
connected every 30cm to the horizontal strands, thus 
providing compact stability even in hilly and uneven  
terrain. 
The netting as electrifiable horizontals through 
stainless steel conductors per strand and a             
strengthened ,  energised top most strand with               
increased conductivity due to the use of 5 Niro wires 
and a tin plated copper wire. 
  
90cm high x 50 metres long and complete with             
14 super stable posts (with double prong galvanised 
ground spikes and head insulators), welded knots and 
ground ground stoppers. 
(The plastic strands have a 3 Year                                 
UV-resistance warranty) 
     

£53.00 
You can buy cheaper nets - but not to this Quality and strength 

Particularly suitable for application with several nets in a row. Optimal conduction to the furthest sheep netting through copper                    
conductor in the top strand !  -  20 times higher conductivity compared to standard nets 

Sheep Netting. 

OviNet  (Green electrifiable netting for Universal use) 
 
Similar in almost every way to the TitanNet however without the rigid 
plastic strands in verticals. 
It comes with the same standard and top strand conductors  
(3 x 0.20mm stainless steel wires & 5 Niro and copper wire in the top strand) 
and the same 3 Year UV-resistance warranty 
90cm high x 50 metres long.  
complete with 14 double prong posts (as per the TitanNet) 
 

£49.00  (now available in orange) 
 Particularly suitable for application with several nets in a row. Optimal conduction to the                                  

furthest sheep  netting through copper  conductor in the top strand !                                                        
20 times higher conductivity compared to standard nets 

Spares 
Spare posts (90cm x double prong) - higher stability         £1.65 
Spare post top insulator                                                     £0.15 
Spare Stopper                                                                    £0.15 



  

  

Poly-wire & tape reels 
 

Standard Reel 
Similar to above but without the 3:1 ratio 
gearing.  Again made from impact resistant 
plastic with lockable ratchet and heavy 
duty crank arm.  Like the geared version 
this reel can be incorporated into the 
portable reel system. 
Polywire  -     600 metres 
Tape       -     200 metres       £18.20 

Post and Fixing bracket for portable reel system 
(See picture on top left hand side or front page) 
  
         120cm Galvanised steel post (3 reels)    £6.90  
         Galvanised mounting bracket 
         (For standard or 3:1 geared wheels)       £3.20    

Economy (180mm diameter)  
Euro Reel 
A low cost more economic version which holds                       
approximately 500 metres of polywire or                                    
200  metres of tape 

“O”Brien “Premium” 3-1                                      
Geared Reels 
Basically the same as the basic                                              
model but far better quality !!!! 
      

     £38.95 

£5.60 

Don’t forget the                  
mounting bracket !! 

Don’t forget the                  
mounting bracket !! 



  

  

Screw in fittings 
Ring insulator (Offset) 

(£4.20  Per pack 10) 

Ring insulator 

(£9.30 per pack 100) 

Corner post insulator 

(£3.85  per pack 10) 

Nail on insulators 

(£4.75  Per pack 100) 

Wire/Polywire insulator 

Wire/Polywire insulator 

(£3.80 per pack 50) 

Rope insulator 

(£1.50 per pack 10) 

Wire, Polywire & Rope Connectors 

6mm Rope connector 

(£3.80  per pack 10) 

Rope & Wire connector 

(£3.55  per pack 10) 

Quick Rope/Polywire connector 

  (£3.45  per pack 4) 
Litzclip wire connectors 
Quick & Simple Polywire/rope connectors 

Straight Polywire connectors 
                £5.60  per pack 10 
  
Straight 6mm rope connectors 
                 £4.95  per pack 5 
  
          Polywire Repair kit 
(4 x straight, 2 x T type, 2 x Cross type) 
                  £5.45 



  

  

Gate Handles & Hooks 

Gate handle  
(Open Hook type) 
 Black            £0.95 
 
  

Gate Handle 
(Closed hook type)           £1.20 

Gate Handle Insulator 
(Nail on) 
(Pack of 2)   -   £2.35 

Gate Handle Insulator 
(Screw in) 
(Pack of 10)   -   £3.75 

Strainers & Springs Fibreglass Strain insulator 
(For ropes) 
 (Pack of 25)    £5.20 

      Permanent wire strainers 
Standard Type                    £2.40 
With built in insulator         £3.35 
Adjusting lever (Above)      £2.90 

       Temperature  
    Equalisation spring 
  

(Balances temperature               
variations and  keeps the wire 

taught) 
  

435mm Galvanised  £3.95 
200mm Stainless    £2.90 

Polyamide Strain Insulator 
(For Steel wire)   Pack of 10      £6.20                   

In-line strainer 
Polywire/ropes                £1.95   



  

  

Mini fence checker.  
(emits an audible &  visual signal 
when fence has a voltage) 
  
£3.95 

L.E.D type Electric fence tester 
(without ground rod) 
  

£12.55 

Fence & Earth cable connectors 
Green -  Earth c/w 100cm Cable 
Red -   Fence c/w 100cm Cable 
 

Cut off switch 
Switch between fence systems  or on/off 
                      £4.90 

Fence tester 
(With Ground rod) 
6 levels - needs no 
 battery) 
  
             £6.50 

Fence connector  
(Heart shaped clip & 125cm lead)  
        £1.75 

£2.70 each 

Gate Systems 

Tensile 7mm diameter electric fence rope (4 x 0.25 
stainless steel conductors), sturdy gate handle, 
Ring insulator and a gate handle insulator. 
3.0m - 6.0m length  -  £8.20 
4.5m - 9.0m length  -  £10.15 

E-Line Gate Kit 

Flexigate -  Gate system 
The Flexigate system makes opening gates easy 
(On opening the rope or tape will be reeled up automatically by the steel 
Spring contained in the unit) - leaving no cables or tapes to get caught up 
 
40mm tape system  (Max opening 7.5 metres)      
Rope System           (Max opening 7.5 metres)  £15.20  each 

Basic Gate Kit 
Consists of a spring (opens to approx 5.0 metres) 
Gate handle with hook and 2 gate insulators. 
 
£3.50 



  

  

Slurry/Manure Pushers 
A sturdy galvanised slurry/manure pusher with changeable rubber 
blades, reinforced back and shaft holder with wing nut. 
58cm model                           £11.40 
73cm model                           £13.90 
Spare rubbers -  (any size)    £2.95 each 

1.6m (5’3”)  Shafts  (for all models)  £3.20 each 

An inexpensive but strong reinforced plastic slurry pusher.   
40cm wide  with plastic socket for shaft !        £3.15 
(1.6m Shaft for pusher)    £2.10 

Manure & Hay forks 
APS Standard (Better quality) Bedding and manure forks 

Forged 1 piece head with  non-lacquered 
Ash handle. 
4 tine Manure fork 
3 tine Bedding fork                            
4 tine Bedding fork 

£13.75 

£10.45 

APS ( Basic) Bedding/Manure forks 
A good basic manure fork available with 
either 3 or 4 tines.  Forged 1 piece             
galvanised construction with waxed Ash 
handle. 
 3 tine type 
4 tine type  
 

Fork Heads 
 
Pitch fork head (2 tine)                        
Pitch/Bale fork (3 tine)                              
Manure fork (4 tine)                
Bedding fork  (3 tine)    
           
Silage fork  (6 tine)             £13.20 
Shafts (for all)                    £2.85 

£6.95 each 



  

  

Hay Racks 
Galvanised hay rack ideal for lamb/calf pens 
Size - 50cm long x 35cm wide x 22cm high 
Made from strong 10mm diameter bar with              
80mm bar spacings. 
 

Double Hay Rack 
Double hay rack designed for 
Lambing pens.  Made from 
strong galvanised steel. 
 
£13.40 
(More details to follow) 

Silage Film Repair tape 
10 metres x 100mm wide with a 0.2mm thickness.                  
Excellent adhesive strength, even on moist surfaces.  Water 
repellent with good elasticity to compensate for uneven  
surfaces and resistant to age, chemicals and UV.  Available 
in - White, Green or Black.        £2.45 each 
  
 

 

 

Fly Papers 
Traditional glued fly papers 
Completely non toxic and  
environmentally friendly. 
Supplied in packs of 4 
 
£1.25 pack 

RED TOP  FLY TRAPS 

These are basically a fly trap, they catch up to 20,000 flies. Flies are attracted by 
the use of a special attractant. Once the flies are in they can’t escape and drown in 
the water. 

£8.40 each 

£13.50 

Fly Paper Roll 
A large version of the glued papers.                                        
However the glue on this comes with                                   
and added pheromone attractant -  which                         
actively attracts flies to the glued paper.                              
Easy to handle simply pull out as much paper as necessary.  
No toxins or chemicals and 100% effective . 
9 metre x 30cm wide roll         £6.95 each 



  

  

Drinkers 
Plastic drinkers with automatic water flow and                                
bayonet catches.  Very robust and easy to clean. 
1.5 litre (Chicks)          £3.50 
5.5 litre (Chickens)      £6.95 

Feeders 
Again Very robust and easy to clean Plastic            
feeders. Adjustable height (2 levels). 
2.5 litre Capacity       £3.95 
5.25 litre Capacity     £5.55 
10.5 litre Capacity     £6.45 

Feeding Troughs 
Plastic Trough for Chicks 
 (50cm x 7cm)  -    £2.95 
 
 

Hibi-scrub Hand cleaner/sterilizer 
Highly effective hand cleaner and sanitizer. Supplied in 500ml or 5 litre bulk drums 
500ml bottles -     £5.15 
5 litre drums  -      £27.90 

Milton Fluid 
Ideal for sterilizing delicate equipment, syringes, 
needles and feeding equipment & bottles 
 
5 Litre drums -     £10.95 



  

  

22.5 litres         £64.00 

Virex  (Equivalent to Antec VirkonS) 
DEFRA Approved  powdered disinfectant  
(Bio-degradable and non corrosive).  
Effective against all known classes of Virus, Gram +ve & -ve           
bacteria and fungi.  Suitable for Cattle, Sheep and Pig   
housing, footdips , equipment and stables 
Available in 5kg and 10kg containers 

(5kg) ........... £33.50                                               
(10kg) ........ £59.70                                   
  

Viroshield   (Equivalent to Sorgene 5) 
DEFRA Approved  - Another excellent quality disinfectant, technically 
similar  to Sorgene 5, however at a fraction of the price.  This is a heavy 
duty foaming type disinfectant with a potent, rapid and prolonged                
effect.  Highly active in the presence of Organic matter and effective 
against a wide range of bacteria, viruses, mycoplasma and fungi. 
Again highly suitable for Cattle and Sheep pens !!!  
£19.20 
Available in 5 litre containers        

General Purpose Household Pine disinfectant 
A good quality general purpose Pine disinfectant.   Manufactured 
to BS.6424   1984(90) QAP 30. grade.  Suitable for drains,                      
toilets, sinks  and general use.  Comes with a “pine” fragrance. 
 
(5 litres)   £4.25 

Disinfectant 

 

Jeyes Fluid 
Well known Jeyes fluid, a traditional               
disinfectant for everyday use around the            
farm, home, stables and gardens.  Kills               
bacteria and neutralises odours. 
Also perfect for clearing fungi, mould and algae 
from paths, driveways and patios. 
 
Supplied in 5 litre containers !          £25.95 

Battles - BLACK  Fluid  
A Good general purpose old fashioned Black disinfectant, manufactured                                              
from 28% Coal Tar Phenols.  Ideal for general disinfecting around the farm. 
Available in  4.5 and 22.5 litre containers      

4.5 litres           £16.90                                                                                     



  

  

Hygiene Products 

Anti-Bacterial Soft Soap. (Pearlised) 

Alcohol based Anti-bacterial Sanitizer gel which 
Kills a  wide range of bacteria leaving hands clean 
and germ free. Widely used in Hospitals, the 
“gel”  dries instantly on the hand, therefore ideal 
for use on the farm when a towel is not available.  
Available in -  5 litre tubs only 
     
    £13.40  
  Excludes pump                                 

Hand Sanitizer Gel 

Free nail brush with every                            
5 litres  of Anti-bacterial soft soap 

Anti-bacterial liquid soap with a light citrus fragrance. 
Kills a wide range of  bacteria leaving hands clean and germ 
free. Contains emollients to keep hands soft and supple. 
Supplied in 5 litre containers only.   (Excludes Pump) 
  

£9.95 
Dispenser Pump for above   -     £1.75  
  

 FARM WIPES 
(Antibacterial hand wipes) 
A viscose cloth wipe for cleaning and              
sanitising both hands and surfaces.             
Manufactured with a complex blend of          
bactericides, alcohol, skin emollients and  
synthetic esters to kill bacteria and remove 
dirt.  Easily removes everyday dirt ! 
Also can be used to clean a variety of          
surfaces leaving them clean & germ free 

150 wipes per tub   -   £6.50 tub 



  

  

Buttermilk Soap. 
Buttermilk Hand Soap         
bars (Case of 72) 
 

        £10.20  case 

Plastic Nail Brush 
“Incredibly Useful “                    
All Plastic nail brush ideal for 
everyday use on the Farm 
 
               £0.48 

Hygiene & Maintenance Products 
Heavy Duty “Citrus” beaded hand 
Cleaner 
A good quality beaded hand cleaner gel. 
Suitable for every day use against most 
types of dirt, grease and oils. 
Supplied in 5 litre containers. 
 

£8.90  

APS Penetrating Oil 
  
Due to the ever increasing costs involved in the 
manufacture of aerosols we have launched a top 
quality penetrating spray available in 5 litre 
bulk containers. 
Each 5 litre containers comes complete with a 
“Free” 600ml fully adjustable sprayer    
  
* Penetrates and frees seized parts 
* Lubricates & protects 
* guards against corrosion & oxidation 
  
“ A very useful product for everyday use 
around the farm or workshop” 
  

    £14.95 (per 5 litres) 

Extra 600ml (heavy duty) sprayer bottles 
 
£1.15  



  

  

Flexothane Clothing. (Classic Range)   

Flexothane Over Trousers                      

Please accept my apologies for the price increase !! - This is due to Sioen, the 
manufacturers increasing their prices  on a regular basis throughout 2013 

Flexothane Bib & Brace 
Over Trousers 
The “Louisiana” type 4600 Bib 
and Brace type over trousers 
provide that little extra              
protection than the standard 
type 4500 over trousers.               
Available in Dark Olive colour.   
Sizes S-XXL. 

APS Price ....£21.40   
 

Flexothane 1 Piece           
Coverall 
 

The Flexothane  “Montreal” 
type 4964 is a full one 
piece coverall.                   
Manufactured from the 
same material as the other 
shown items in the “Classic” 
range and comes complete 
with concealed hood in the 
Collar, Zip and press stud 
front, elasticised back and 
press studs to adjust legs 
and sleeves. Available in 
Dark Olive Green. 
Sizes S-XL 

Flexothane “Classic” Long 
Rain Coat 

The “Gascogne” type 3792 is a long 
type rain jacket with a back length 
of 120cm and comes complete with 
fixed hood and stand up collar, 
press stud closure and 2 patched 
pockets.                                            
Available In Dark Green.  
Sizes S- XXL. 

APS Price  ................ £32.60 
 

Flexothane 
Leggings 
Another Popular 
item last Year !         
The “Auckland” type 
4570 leggings come 
with adjustable 
buckles and in One 
Universal Size. Dark 
Olive only.  
 

      APS Price            
    £13.30                       
 

Please Note - A Surcharge of 5% is added for all XXL sizes (Sorry this the manufacturers not us !!) 

APS Price -    £39.20 

Easily our best sellers  
The “Rotterdam” type 4500 over trousers and 
the “Dortmund” type 4820 jackets out sell all 
other waterproof clothing by at least 2 to 1.           
Available sizes S- XXL in Dark Olive              
Green & Blue. 

APS Price (Trousers) ...£17.50    
APS Price (Jackets) .... £29.40  
(For XXL size Please add 5% to the price) 
 



  

  

 

Clothing & Work Wear 
APS (PVC/Nylon) Rainsuits    

APS Price (Full Set)…………£8.50  
(Over trousers ) ………………£3.45 

Manufactured from PVC backed nylon with fully taped seams, heavy 
duty zip, press button snap closure, hood and waist toggles, draw 
cords, elasticated cuffs, zip-away  concealed hood and 2 roomy front 
pockets. Lightweight,  flexible, soft and supple, gives total water pro-
tection with increased comfort. 
NAVY BLUE  (Sizes - S-XXL) 

Hi-Viz Padded Body Warmer 
A reversible padded body warmer with Hi-viz (EN.471 class 2) 
on one side and standard navy blue colour on the other side.  
Complete with zip front and 2 off front pockets.                    
Sizes—S-XXL  
 
 £9.50  
 
 
 

Hi-Visibility Safety Vests 
Manufactured to EN.471  (Class 2) from 100% polyester and incorporating               
2 - 50mm wide reflective bands around the body and over the shoulders.                 

Complete with Velcro type front fastening.   Sizes M-XXL       £1.95   
  

“Tuffstuff” Work trousers 
Polyester cotton/canvas work trousers with triple stitching for extra 
strength, knee pad and holster type pockets . 
Available in    Black or dark Grey 
Available in sizes  -   28” - 44” waist  
Leg lengths -  30” (regular) or 32.5” (Long)                                                         

 

Tuffstuff Polo Shirts 
Manufactured from “easy care” 
50% polyester/50% Cotton material 
Black with grey side panels 
Sizes:   S-XXL 
 
£5.85 

£13.95 



  

  

£16.00 

“Tuffstuff”  
 Bodywarmer 

“ Tuffstuff” Work Jacket 
Manufactured from the heavy duty 2 tone (Black and Navy) 
waterproof and windproof polyester  oxford material.        
Complete with microfleece quilted  lining, detachable lined 
hood, various internal and    external  pockets, including a    
dedicated mobile phone pocket, heavy duty zip and storm flap.   
Sizes -  M-XXXL 
 
£24.20   

Again an hardwearing 2 tone body warmer                                           
manufactured from waterproof polyester oxford fabric and      
complete with side and chest pockets, 
quilted lining, sturdy zip    and press stud 
storm flap. Navy/black.  Sizes M-XXL 

“ Melrose”  300gm Standard Fleece 
300gm Anti-pill Fleece supplied with chunky     
plastic Zips,  elasticated cuffs, draw cord                
and front Zipped pockets. 
Sizes -  XS-XXL 
Colours  -  Black                 £9.30  

Standard Bodywarmer 
A good Basic Polyester Cotton bodywarmer with                
a good selection of outer pockets, internal pocket                 
and  Zip front with press 
stud storm flap. 
Sizes -  S-XXXL 
Colours -   Black  
 
£10.45    

White “Show” Coats 
A good bright showing coat           
made from 240gm polyester          
cotton with concealed studs          
and vented back.   XS-XXL 
   
                                 £9.60  
Children’s Coats 
5/6 to size 13 (Years)         £8.50 



  

  

Heavyweight Jumpers 
100% heavyweight acrylic 
crew neck jumper with shoulder epaulettes and                            
shoulder/ elbow patches . 
Sizes S– XXL  (Navy Blue or Olive Green)        £9.30 

Waterproof Tractor Cap. 
Waterproof PU Tricot fabric outer with acrylic diamond quilt lining.   
Size:  Medium or large              £4.95 
Colour:  Black / Navy/ Olive green 

Fleece Trapper Cap. 
Polyester fleece trapper cap with Sherpa 
fleece lining and clip fastener.                         
One Size in Black or Grey. 
 
£5.80 

Work shirts 
Good quality long sleeve work shirts, manufactured from “brushed 
woven” polyester cotton and complete with single breast pocket, 
pleated back and twin needle stitching. 
Available in 3 different colours.    Sizes -  M-XXXL 
 

£7.20 each 

Heavyweight Shirt/Jacket    
(Quilt lined) 
Heavy weight ”Check” shirt/jacket from 100% Acrylic with               
polyester fleece lining.  2 Breast pockets and hand warmer pockets.                                                                 
Assorted colours - Red, Green or Blue. 
Sizes: -   S-XXXL 
 
£10.95 

“Tempest Jacket” &  “Over trousers” 
The best of the Castle Clothing waterproof range, these are 
manufactured from the technical For-tex 5000 Breathable 
and weatherproof material. The fabric is a 3 layer bonded 
construction comprising of a high strength polyester “ripstop” 
outer layer, polyurethane laminate  membrane layer and a 
polyester knitted inner layer for comfort.  The jackets come 
complete with a concealed hood, cuff and waist adjusters and 
twin storm flap covered zip front. The trousers are           
manufactured from the same material and come complete with 
zipped hand pockets, draw string waist adjuster and  Velcro 
ankle adjusters.    
Sizes -  S -  XXXL 
Colours -   Navy Blue or Olive Green 
  

Jackets  -         £24.20   
Over trousers -  £13.90    



  

  

Air-flex Waterproof Jackets & Trousers 
(These are now becoming our most popular range) 

“ Flex “ -  Lined Jacket 
Manufactured from the tear resistant, flexible,                   
waterproof and stretchable For-tex PU tricot material  
(very similar to the flexothane material) - this jacket comes 
complete with zip front with studded storm flap, adjustable 
cuffs, large pockets, detachable hood and most importantly - 
a warm fleece lining.    Sizes -  S – XXXL 
Colours -  Dark Green or Navy Blue 
 

Jackets Only -     £24.20   
 

“Air-flex” Jacket &                
Trousers 
Manufactured from the same material as 
the above “flex” jacket but without the 
fleece lining. The material is breathable”, 
fully waterproof and comes complete with 
concealed hood and zip and studded storm 
flaps.  Very similar to the standard “Classic” 
Flexothane's we supply. The trousers again 
are breathable and come complete with an-
kle adjustments 
Sizes -  S-XXXL 
Colours   Navy 

Jackets -     £17.00         Trousers   -    £10.80 

“Air-flex” Bib & Brace over trousers 
Again manufactured from the same breathable, waterproof pu coated      
tricot material as the above jackets and trousers. 
Available in sizes:  -  S-XXL     Dark Olive green only.               £14.15 

“Air-flex” Leggings 
An excellent alternative to the Flexothane 
leggings.  Made from the same breathable PU 
tricot fabric. They are lightweight with 
welded seams and have stud attachment to 
the belt. “height adjustable”           
Sizes     -  S/M  - M/L  -  L/XL) 
Dark Olive Only.                          £7.60 



  

  

240gm Zip Front Coveralls 
Heavyweight - 240gm polyester cotton coverall with zip front, 
and various front and rear pockets.  Available in  Navy Blue  
Or Spruce Green. 
Sizes -  34” to 54”   (60” on the green)  
  

£12.45 
       
Quilted Zip Front Coveralls 
As  above but supplied with a heavy quilted Lining.                
(excellent for winter).  Navy Blue only 
Sizes -  34”-52”    £20.20 
  

 
Children’s Wear 
Children’s coveralls 
available in various                                        
colours and sizes. 
 

         £7.80 

“Tuffstuff” (Pro work) 
Junior Trousers 
Manufactured from strong 
330gm, triple stitched           
polyester cotton. Complete with  
holster and knee pad pockets. 
Available in Black Only 
Sizes:  3-4   5-6,  7-8,  9-10,     
11 -12  and size 13 
              £9.20 

“Tornado”  PVC/Polyester Jackets & Trousers 

Good quality 100% Polyester with 100% PVC lined              
jackets and trousers.  Jackets come complete with            
concealed hoods, Zip front with press stud flaps and 2 
front pockets. The trousers come with elasticated waist,  
2  side access slits and studded ankle adjustments. 
Children’s Sizes  (Navy Blue Only) 
Jackets  (Ages) -  3-4 Years to 13 Years.   
Trousers (Ages) -  6-7 Years to 12-13 Years 
 

Jackets  -   £6.50 

Trousers -   £4.20 



  

  

Supertouch Disposable coveralls  
Deluxe Plus Model  
Excellent quality type 5/6 disposable coveralls manufactured       
from soft, comfortable breathable materials and complete with 
wrist & ankle closures, zip front with fly cover.  These are highly 
suitable for chemical spraying or working with dangerous dust        
particles  (Supplied in BLUE – sizes S-XXL) 
APS Price …(Blue Colour)…………£2.95  
  
TARPEX 
Similar to above but from another manufacturer. Again made to 
the 5/6 classification but available in White Only. 
  Sizes S- XXL 
APS Price …(White)….………………£2.45  

Commando Socks                                                                                                                                                                                                              
(Again thick hard wearing socks but with a 60% wool content) 

HJ3000 (Wool rich standard length)   Black, Navy or Olive                                             

in Sizes 6-11 or 11-13 size …………………….£4. 30 

Quality Socks by H.J. Hall Ltd 

Disposable Clothing & Work Wear 

APS  “Economy”    Disposable coverall complete with hood and elasticated wrists and ankles.  Manufactured 
from a 50gm breathable polypropylene material available in  Blue  -  Sizes  (M-XXL).  Suitable for protection 
against greases, paint and non-hazardous liquids and dust.                             
APS  Price……………...£0.70  

These are good quality socks from H.J. Hall Ltd, the UK’s                                           
largest branded sock manufacturer. They are slightly more                                                
expensive than other brands, however the quality is excellent. 
 

Indestructible Range   
(Classic working man’s sock, very hard wearing and now in a variety of options) 
 

HJ1 (Standard Sock) Available Black or navy blue sizes (6-11)  
or (11-13) in assorted colours…………………£2.80      
HJ7 (As Above with Cushion Sole & Wool Blend)  
 Available in Black, Brown or Navy Blue  Size (6-11 only)………£2.95                      
 

Classic Boot Sock 
HJ212   Chunky Knitted (fully cushioned) boot socks with 
reinforced heel and toe.  65% cotton , 19% Polyamide and 16% 
acrylic.  Available in Blue, Green and Grey 

Sizes -   4-7 (women) and 6-11 & 11-13 (Men)          £3.20 
 
                                          



  

  

Thermal Gloves Range 

 

Standard Glove Range 
 

Thermal Grab & Grip gloves. 
Keeps hands warm in cold conditions.  Excellent grip 
either wet or dry.  Bright colour                                              
“now with heavier 7g insulation” 
Available in sizes 9 or 10                                                               

Please note -  The pictures shown are for illustration only , we always shop around                                      
for the best deals so the “manufacturers” may differ to the pictures shown 

PVC Thermal HI Viz Gloves 
PVC  Double dipped knitted wrist gloves                                       
with extra warm fleece lining.                   £2.95  

“Fur Lined” Rigger gloves 
Standard leather rigger gloves with canvas                     
back and Acrylic fur lining for protection at                       
low temperatures. 
Size (11) Large only. 
 

                                             £1.70  

£1.85  

Cow Hide “Freezer” Gloves 

Knitted wrist Cow hide gloves. These are              
Thermal lined full leather gloves with elasticated            

knitted wrists.         £3.30       

£1.55  

Double Palm Rigger 
Heavy duty rigger with         
double palm for extra           
protection. 
 
£1.90 

Standard Leather Rigger 

Quality Cow Hide rigger glove with  cotton backs.             
A good  rigger glove for every day use.   (Size 10) 



  

  

Standard Quality Red PVC gloves 
with full PVC coating and knitted 
wrists.   Sizes 8-10 

£0.74  

PVC gauntlets in a variety 
of length's. All to EN.388 
regulations 

Individually packed 
good quality house-
hold rubber gloves. 
Supplied in sizes  S 

£0.50  

14” long   …    £1.20 
16” long   ….   £1.30 
18” long ….     £1.50 

Grab & Grip 
Multi-purpose glove with  
latex coated palm and             
knitted wrist.  
Sizes - L, XL or XXL 

Red PVC Gloves 

Leather Gauntlets 
Standard Quality 
leather gauntlets - fully 
lined and with a mini-
mum thickness of 1.2mm 
(size 10) 
 

       £2.90   
 

PVC Gauntlets 

“Best” Leather Gauntlets 
Superior Quality leather gauntlets - 
fully lined and with a minimum thickness 
of 1.2mm .  Reinforced palms and 
thumbs with Kevlar stitching (size 10) 
 

               £4.50   

Best -   £0.75 
 

Poly Cotton  Gloves 
A Blended Yarn Glove                
(Good Cheap everyday 
warm glove) at a sensible 
price. 
 

£0.35 

Stockinette Gloves 
A Basic Jersey Knit   
stockinette glove liner in 
Men’s and Women’s sizes.               
A Good Cheap way of                  
improving the thermal            
quality of Any glove 
 

£0.22 

Household Rubber gloves  

PU Coated Grab & Grip. 
A lightweight gloves with           
knitted wrist & PU coated            
palm ideal when extra              
sensitivity is required 
Sizes S-XXL 
 

£0.50 pair 

Nitrile gauntlets 
330mm long nitrile                 
gauntlets with embossed 
non slip palm and fingers.  
Solvent & Chemical               
resistant (CAT.2).              

         £0.95  
 



  

  

Paper Products 

 

Bulk Rolls 

Toilet Rolls / Kitchen rolls (Bulk Packs)   

2 Ply Toilet Tissue  (White) 
Luxury  supersoft quilted and embossed toilet tissue.  23 metres per roll x 2 ply sheets.                
Supplied in packs of 36 rolls per case and in inner packs of 4 rolls per pack (as per picture). 
 

Price Per Pack (36 rolls) ................  £9.40  

3 Ply Toilet Tissue  (White) 
Super Luxury extra thick soft (3 ply) quilted toilet 
tissue with added lotion and fragrance.                                                                                      
20 metres per roll x 3 ply sheets.  Again supplied in 
36 rolls per case and in inner packs of 4 rolls per 
pack (as per picture). 
 
Price Per Pack (36 Rolls) ... £12.00 
 
This is the same Nicky toilet rolls in the suppliers own label 
hence a little cheaper !! 

3 ply luxury patterned 
kitchen rolls. 50 sheets per 
roll. Supplied in packs of 15 
 

        £8.45 Per Pack 

 Kitchen rolls 

Pictures are a visual aid only  

£12.95 Per Pack  (2 rolls) 

Blue Paper Wiper Rolls                                                                                             
Good quality 2 ply blue paper rolls.  
195mm wide x 150metres long.                                                                 
Supplied in shrink wraps packs of 6 rolls.  

Price Per Pack (6 rolls)  .. £11.25  

Bulk Paper rolls (2 Pack). 
These are super heavy duty 280mm                   
wide x 1000 sheets. industrial wiper rolls                   
(2 Ply Blue paper). 
 

£10.30 

(Again same Nicky rolls in customers own labelling) 



  

  

 £1.45  
Plastic Dust 
Pan & Brush 
 
   £2.55   
          

Broom Handles 
When ordering your broom heads we will make sure you 
get the correct broom handles to suit 
 

48” long x 15/16” (Threaded) to suit the smaller broom heads ..          £1.40                  
60” long x 15/16”  wooden handles                                                       £1.75        
48” long x 1-1/8”  wooden handles – these suit the larger heads          £1.80         
60” long x 1-1/8”  wooden handles                                                         £2.10  
72” long x 1-1/8”  wooden handles                                                         £4.50  

 

Galvanised 11” Brush stay 
Supports the larger brooms 
             £2.30 each 

18”   - £5.95 
24”  -  £7.95 
36”  -  £12.95 

18” & 24”  & 36”Polypropylene Brush Head 

12” Natural Coco (Soft) Broom Head    -   £2.15 
12” Bassine (Stiff) Broom Head    -           £2.85 

18” , 24”  & 36”Soft Broom Heads                                
(Natural Coco) or Stiff Bassine 
18”    -  £4.85    
24”   -  £6.85  
36”   -  £9.95  

10” & 13” Yard Brush Head 
Strong PVC brush head (Standard Yard Brush head)  
 takes 1-1/8” wooden handles. 
 (13”) Head  -    £6.95        
 (10”) Head  -    £4.50 
 

Hand Brush   
(Soft Coco or  stiff  Nylon) 

Yard Brush Clamp 
        £3.95  each 

Galvanised Flat Top Broom 
clamp     £2.50  each 



  

  

Telescopic  Professional Vehicle wash 
Brush 
A durable and well designed vehicle wash broom with 
Soft feathered bristle tips to ensure safe cleaning. 
Designed especially for use on vehicles but can also be  
On house or conservatory exteriors. 
Comes complete with telescopic “super-flow” handle            
which  extends to 178cm. 
 
APS Price  …………………….    £18.40  
Spare Head ………………….    £9.95 

Compact Telescopic Snow Shovel. 
 
A very useful compact and Lightweight snow shovel with                            
telescopic steel handle and hard plastic blade. 
Collapsed length -     77cm 
Extended length -     97cm 
 
“ A really useful and compact item for any                           
farm vehicle ,  which also easily fits in most                              
car boots. “  
 

       £8.40  each 
 
  

 

Traditional Corn Broom 
 
A traditional corn broom, 54” overall length with 
wooden  handle (plastic or natural bristles) 
 
I was very surprised just how good these brooms 
are, especially for getting those last grains of corn 
out of tight corners etc 
 

            £4.20 each 

APS - Vehicle “Wash & Wax” 
A specially formulated shampoo for 
hand washing Cars  and light           
commercial vehicles.  Formulated to 
provide effective safe cleaning and 
containing Carnauba wax and     
rinse additives to leave a durable 
shine after rinsing. 
Supplied in 5 litre containers 
 
£7.25  

General Purpose washing up liquid & 
Detergent. 
A good quality general purpose detergent 
for both household and outside use. Fresh 
citrus fragrance. High foam properties - 
Can also be used to clean Vehicles, Drains , 
floors etc.    Supplied in 5 litre containers 

£6.95 
(Per 5 litres) 



  

  

   £5.50    (Spare Visors)  £3.20 

Eye Protection 

APS Clear (Economy) spectacles 
Manufactured to EN.166 standard with clear polycarbonate                                                                     
lens  and frames with ventilation in the spectacle arms. 
        £0.99  

APS - Jaguar Safety spectacles 

Heavy duty face  visor  with ratchet                       
and     padded head band  complete with                             
8” Clear Visor. 
     

£3.90  

Manufactured to EN.166 1F regulations.  Modern                 
lightweight safety “specs”.  Manufactured with                      
scratch resistant Polycarbonate lens. 
Available in -  
standard Clear  -  Dark (smoke) &  Yellow                                                                      
Now available in “Blue Mirror finish”   
 (not shown) 

APS Price (Any Colour).........£1.95  

 
APS  “Galactic” safety goggles  
Supplied with large panoramic field of vision 
and anti mist and anti scratch inner and outer 
lenses, soft grey rubber body, large adjustable 
elasticated headband and  indirect ventilation. 

APS Clear Goggles  (In Direct Vent) 
Clear Goggles with Polycarbonate lens and vented surround.                                                         
Manufactured to EN.166 
            £1.20   

APS Clear Goggles  (Direct Vent) 
As above but with direct vents.                            
Manufactured to EN.166 
               £1.20     

“Flip up” Welders goggles 
Soft Green PVC frame with Black ABS lens 
holder, clear & Shade 5 gas welders lens.                
4 Indirect vents and adjustable straps.                  
Made to EN.175 specification. 

£2.80 

Discontinued  
Only a few left on 
stock !! 

Discontinued  
Only a few left on stock !! 



  

  

Dust Masks 
Please Note—All the FFP2 and FFP3 dust masks we sell are  
Manufactured to EN149:2001 + A1:2009 (NR) standards 

 

Moldex Metric 
M2405 
FFP.2 dust mask complete 
with valve.  Supplied in 
boxes of 20. 
 
        £33.95 per box 

B-BRAND P2 Masks 
A new mask to compete 
with the M2405. Supplied 
with the outer mesh shell 
and valve as with the 
Moldex M2405 mask but 
with adjustable straps and 
softer nose protector. 
Made to exactly the same 
standards and supplied in 
boxes of 10 masks.             
Available in FFP2 or FFP3    

FFP.2 Grade mask (10 per box)  ……. £9.95 / box 

 

FFP2 & FFP3 grade           
“Fold Flat” masks 
These are individually wrapped 
vertical fold flat dust masks      
complete with valves.  Supplied         
in boxes of 10 
  

 

Standard General Purpose masks 
A good basic general purpose mask, all manufactured to the same safety 
Standards as the more expensive 3M and Moldex ranges but at a more 
affordable price range. 

FFP.3 Grade -  £7.95 (box of 10) 

FFP.2 Grade -  £5.75 (box of 10) 

FFP.2 Masks 
Supplied in boxes of 20 
£8.95 
 
FFP.3 Masks 
Supplied in boxes of  10 
£9.90 
 
Nuisance Masks 
(basic ungraded)  in boxes of 
50 masks 
£4.20 

3M type 8822              
Dust mask 
 
3M top grade FFP.2 dust           
mask with valve.  
Supplied in boxes of 10. 
 
 £24.60 box 



  

  

Peltor Optime 2 Type Ear Protectors 
Next grade up to the L1 model, again manufactured to the               
EN.352-1 standard and again complete with the slimline,                     
low profile and lightweight design however with a higher                   
SNR rating for more hazardous situations.  SNR = 31dB 
 

                      £14.80 pair 
 

Peltar Optime  L1 Type Ear protectors 
Quality mid range slimline and lightweight ear protectors manufactured 
to EN.352-1 standard. Low profile and superior comfort. SNR = 28dB  
 

                                                                                     £12.65 pair                                                                                

Ear Protectors 
 

“Soft” Ear Plugs 
A soft neon yellow ear plug with an           
advanced formulation providing a low         
pressure comfort and protection. 
(Protection - SNR34dB) 
APS  Price …                               
(Box Quantity of 200 pairs) 

 

£9.95 box 
  

APS  Standard Ear Protectors 
A better quality Hi-Vis orange ear protector with 3 position                
adjustable padded headband and ear cups. 
SNR = 25  Manufactured and approved to EN352 standard 
 

£3.45  pair 

APS Economy Ear Protectors 
Inexpensive quality ear protectors.. Manufactured to EN.352-1            
standard and complete with adjustable head band and padded hygiene 
pads for comfort.  Excellent for (low hazard) general use. SNR = 26dB                                                                         

                                                                                     £2.50 pair 
    

Moulded & Corded Ear Plugs 
A unique pre–moulded “one” size ear 
plug,  with the benefit that these can 
be washed and reused.  Supplied               
individually packed and complete with 
cords. 
(Protection—SNR27dB) 
 

£0.95  

Corded Version of the 
soft ear plugs. 
(Individually packed) 

£0.22 each 



  

  

Wellingtons  (Non Safety) 

Dunlop “Blizzard” Thermal Wellingtons 
New From Dunlop.  These wellingtons come complete with 
A thick , comfortable inner lining made from synthetic 
fleece for excellent insulation against the cold.  
 PVC uppers and soles and waterproof Padded collar with-
draw string tie . 
 
Available in sizes     4 to 12 
Non Safety 
 
 

                               £21.90 

Dunlop (Hevea) “Acifort” wellingtons. 
(Non Safety) 
 
Dunlop agricultural heavy duty work and leisure wellingtons, 
manufactured from durable PVC/Nitrile rubber and complete 
with special non-slip soles.. 
Conforms to “CE” Standard and available in GREEN only  
Sizes  6-12 
 

               £14.20 Pair 
  

APS  Standard economy                                 
(non safety) Dunlop Wellingtons.  
  
Manufactured to EN.347 from high grade PVC/Nitrile rubber. 
Resistant to - Hydro carbons, mild chemicals, animal fats and              
vegetable oils. 
Anticasein and antistatic, remains flexible to -20 degrees C 
 
Available in or GREEN  only   (Sizes 4 - 12)   

                          £8.95pair 


